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Preface

Dating back to the release of SAP R/2, the HCM application has continually evolved to meet the vast and ever-changing demands of HR business policies and governmental regulations. With each new release, the ability to customize and enhance the HCM application to meet unique requirements has increasingly improved. Combining such enhancements with a strong process integration core, SAP ERP HCM has firmly withstood the test of time in continuing to deliver robust solutions that are both flexible and efficient.

This book focuses on the unique development techniques and standard SAP tools associated with the HCM application and how they can be applied to real-world solutions. From the distributed data model represented by HR infotypes to the limitless flexibility of schemas and personnel calculation rules, we cover a substantial number of topics. In addition, we’ve included the most recent innovations, delivered through enhancement packages (EHPs) and add-on solutions, such as ESS and MSS on Web Dynpro ABAP technology, HR Renewal, SAP Fiori, and SuccessFactors integration with SAP ERP HCM on premise systems.

Purpose of This Book

This book serves as an introduction to SAP ERP HCM by providing a foundational understanding of its functionality and a comprehensive look at its technical composition. As with any purchased solution, there can be differences between corporate policy and the software product. This is especially the case when it comes to human resources, as many factors come into play when you are configuring the HCM solution. Government regulations, collective bargaining agreements, and established company practices create numerous additional requirements that must be incorporated and administered in the system.

Upon identification of these functional gaps and related differences, SAP provides an enhancement concept that allows tailoring the software to the customer’s specifications without disrupting the core product. With this book, we assist in understanding the delivered state of the software, explore highly specialized HCM
application features, and demonstrate how enhancements safely extend the functionality of the system. We hope you find it a valuable reference tool.

**Intended Audience**

This book is intended for ABAP developers and technical team members who either support the application or are planning to work with SAP ERP HCM in the future. Practical knowledge of SAP and ABAP development is beneficial, as some sections of the book seek to build upon particular skill sets when discussing the enhancement framework.

Functional analysts will find the book helpful in better understanding technical concepts of the HCM application and in making them aware of the options that are available with SAP software. This will enable informed decision making regarding SAP applications and the evaluation of third-party alternatives before parting ways with the benefits of an integrated solution.

**Structure of This Book**

The book has been carefully constructed to guide you through a functional understanding of the software and provide a clearer perspective of the inter-relationships between the various SAP ERP HCM modules. Following the introductory overview, we'll begin to examine the technical architecture of SAP ERP HCM by way of the numerous tables and data structures that comprise the overall design, with each chapter building upon its predecessor. As customization of the system becomes necessary, we'll show you the proper methods of adapting the software to your company's needs without making modifications that can negatively impact future product upgrades.

An overview of the book layout is provided in the following list, broken down by chapter:

1. **Introduction to SAP ERP HCM**
   This chapter provides an overview of the SAP ERP HCM processes from a functional perspective. Our main focus will be on the core components, such as Personnel Administration, Organizational Management, Payroll, Benefits Administration, and Time Management. This then leads us to a discussion of other complementary components, in particular the Talent Management suite and web-enabled self-service applications.

2. **Functional Overview for Developers**
   Chapter 2 describes SAP ERP HCM’s key process components and sets the stage for upcoming chapters by showing the functional aspects of each component before looking at the data structures and technologies used to implement these components. We cover the infotype framework of Personnel Administration, Time Management, and Payroll, including an explanation of the Organizational Management concept of objects and relationships. This chapter also includes an overview of the book layout.

3. **Data Structures**
   This chapter describes the data structures of the core components discussed in the previous chapter. We focus on how HR data is stored in the SAP system and fully illustrate the concept by discussing infotype and cluster tables unique to the SAP ERP HCM application.

4. **Reading and Processing HR Data**
   In Chapter 4, we discuss techniques for extracting data from HCM tables, including the use of logical databases for accessing HR data in ABAP development. We also cover programming techniques such as the use of SELECT statements, function modules, and HR macros for reading infotype data. In addition, we explain how to read cluster tables and update HR data using custom programs.

5. **Custom Enhancements**
   This chapter describes the enhancement techniques employed in extending the SAP ERP HCM application. We describe the process of implementing customer user-exits and Business Add-Ins and discuss how to determine when to use enhancement points to override SAP functionality to meet business requirements. This chapter uses sample code listings as an example.

6. **Enhancing Applications Using SAP Tools**
   This chapter describes how you can adjust individual components of SAP ERP HCM via SAP-provided tools. Instead of custom development, this involves more complicated customization, such as the enhancement of PA and OM infotypes or the creation of custom infotypes outside of normal system configuration. In addition, we cover how to build new organizational structure objects and relationships and how to enhance or add new payroll and time management functions and operations.
7. HCM Reporting Tools
In Chapter 7, we discuss SAP ERP HCM reporting tools, as well as the use of the Data Browser and General Table Display. We cover the creation of InfoSets and their use in the QuickViewer, Ad-Hoc Query, and SAP Query. For organizational reports, we discuss the HIS reporting tool and its graphical user interface. In addition, we provide instructional use of payroll and wage type reports as well as HCM infotype audit reporting.

8. Developing Custom Reports
In this chapter, we show typical reports that are required in each of the core SAP ERP HCM modules. Several programming techniques will be discussed, especially retroactive calculation in payroll, which is a challenge in custom development. We provide programming techniques on how to select employees, conduct easy date and time calculations, and read basic pay information and audit log information. Before providing an HR-specific sample of ALV reporting, we explain how to read payroll and time management data from cluster tables.

9. HR Forms Workplace
Providing a better approach to HR form development, Chapter 9 discusses the introduction of the HR Forms Workplace, which facilitates the creation of SAP Smart Forms and Adobe Forms for use in remuneration statements, time statements, and other HR printable forms.

10. HCM Interface Tools
In Chapter 10, we examine business objects, the BAPI Explorer, and remote-enabled function modules for open system interface architectures. In addition, we show you how to use the Interface Toolbox to supply HR data to third-party outsourcers, discuss ALE technology for connecting SAP systems, and examine the use of XML formatting.

11. HCM Data Conversion
Chapter 11 discusses common HCM data conversion techniques, including the use of the Legacy System Migration Workbench and Batch Data Conversion. We offer proven strategies for effectively managing HR data migrations.

12. Authorizations
This chapter explores the authorization concept and how it applies to the SAP ERP HCM application. We also discuss how to add authorizations to custom programs (especially those that do not use the logical database). After covering the main HCM-related authorization objects, we explain the concept of structural authorization and context-based authorization. We cover how to enhance authorizations using BAdIs or custom authorization objects and explain how to troubleshoot authorization issues.

13. HCM Performance Programming
Large HCM implementations sometimes have to deal with performance issues with respect to reports, interfaces, and accounting processes due to large employee populations. In this chapter, we discuss methods to improve performance, such as the parallel evaluation scheduler and how to use fast data entry for HR master data. In addition to the SAP report options, we provide guidelines on how to improve performance in custom programs by using parallel processing with a logical database and how to efficiently use internal tables and ALV programming techniques.

14. ESS and MSS Applications
In Chapter 14, we cover the architecture and functionality of ESS and MSS and provide examples of navigation and establishing user access. After an overview of the HCM self-service applications, we explain the enhancement package concept, the Switch Framework, and the activation of business functions. We explore the SAP NetWeaver Business Client for Desktop and HTML and its role in delivering the latest ESS and MSS solutions based on Web Dynpro for ABAP technology. In addition, we explore SAP Fiori and the use of device-agnostic application programming to meet the demands of today's business users.

15. HR Renewal
Answering the call for an improved user experience, SAP overhauled their suite of browser-based applications using HTML5 and CSS3 standards. Today, the result is a much needed enhancement for the desktop and a much anticipated alternative to SAP GUI transactions for HR professionals. Further, they have integrated Web Dynpro ABAP with HCM Processes & Forms, enabling developers to rapidly build robust HR applications. Plus, new functionality related to Streamwork, Learning Solution (LSO), and Substitutions are included in the release of HR Renewal.

16. SuccessFactors Integration
The use of cloud technology is becoming more and more popular, and as clients explore the use of SAP's new HCM cloud offerings, we document the current options for integrating SAP ERP HCM with SuccessFactors. We focus on hybrid models, using data and processes between on premise and cloud solutions,
and give an overview of the possible integration technologies and scenarios provided by SAP for employee, compensation, recruiting, qualification, and evaluation data.

17. SAP HANA and SAP ERP HCM

Before closing our book, we explore the impact of SAP HANA on SAP ERP HCM and what use cases are available through this new technology. We’ll shed some light on the SAP terminology around SAP HANA and explain the different SAP HANA platform components. In addition, we’ll touch on new SAP HANA development technologies and describe SAP HANA innovations for HCM, such as the new declustering for payroll results.

We hope you gain working knowledge of HCM technical principles and programming from this book so that you can make informed decisions regarding the implementation, enhancement options, and maintenance of SAP ERP HCM, as well as the open architecture and integration capabilities with SuccessFactors and third-party systems.

Additional Resources

Additional content is available for download from the SAP PRESS website for this book at www.sap-press.com/3698:

- One ALV sample program that uses methods and another that uses function modules; each includes several .TXT files and a PDF with instructions.
- Case study for custom Manager Self-Service CATS time approval delegation.
Let's begin with a high-level overview of the functional components of SAP ERP HCM. This chapter provides technical resources to establish a basic understanding of the core HCM business processes.

1 Introduction to SAP ERP HCM

In the broadest sense, human capital management (HCM)—also known as human resource management—deals with the governance of a company’s employees, or its “human capital.”

In its task of managing all aspects of employee records, HCM typically falls under the umbrella of enterprise resource planning (ERP) software. HCM software streamlines and automates the day-to-day record-keeping processes; it provides a framework for HR staff and managers to process benefits administration, payroll, career and succession planning, and any other aspects of employee-related data tracking, processes, and reporting.

In the context of SAP, HCM can be structured into different components that are typically aligned with the functional areas within corporations that manage these employee data processes. From a technical standpoint, the HCM processes and data are very integrated, but at the same time, the segregation of duties and roles within corporations can cause those processes to disintegrate. An example is the creation of salary information, which typically requires a division of the hiring process into two processes—the creation of nonsensitive basic employee data by one HR user, followed by the creation of supplementary salary information by another user. HCM technology and data can be very heterogeneous and split across different HCM systems and technical platforms.

All SAP ERP HCM components come with an extensive list of standard SAP reports that are included in the SAP HCM product offering. SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (BI) offers standard-delivered HCM reports that can be used in addition to the SAP ERP HCM reports (assuming that SAP Business Warehouse (BW) has been implemented and the SAP ERP HCM implementation can support
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Like all other SAP solutions, all SAP ERP HCM functions support multiple languages; some SAP ERP HCM components even contain country-specific functionality to cover country-specific requirements for Personnel Administration, Payroll, Employee Self-Service, and others.

Whether the SAP ERP HCM development project you’re working on is a new implementation or an add-on implementation for additional functionality, you’ll always encounter a variety of HCM processes, business rules, and technology scenarios, so one HCM solution does not always fit all.

In this chapter, we focus on SAP ERP HCM “on premise,” formerly known as SAP HR. Some clients use SAP ERP HCM for all their HR processes, while others use a mix of SAP HCM on premise components supplemented with SAP HCM cloud components and/or third-party HR systems. A typical example is a client that uses SAP ERP HCM for the Personnel Administration (PA) component but out-sources gross to net payroll processing to a payroll solutions provider such as ADP.

Just as SAP ERP HCM functionality has evolved over time, the SAP terminology for the different HCM product offerings has changed from the early R/2 releases to current versions. With the acquisition of SuccessFactors, the SAP HCM product offerings are differentiated between on premise and cloud solutions, where on premise solutions are represented by the traditional SAP ERP HCM core components installed on the customer system and maintained by the client, and cloud solutions are defined by applications residing within SuccessFactors, hosted by SAP in the cloud. Some SuccessFactors components such as Employee Central and Employee Central Payroll are redundant with the SAP on premise offerings, but most of the SuccessFactors Talent Solutions, Analytical Solutions, and Social Collaboration functionality supplement the traditional SAP ERP HCM functionality. We’ll explain in Chapter 16 what the typical implementation scenarios for SAP HCM on premise and cloud solutions are and how both solutions can be integrated.

1.1 Developer’s Responsibilities

The core responsibilities of an SAP ERP HCM developer are to assist in the customizing and enhancement of the individual components to fill potential functional “gaps” within the SAP standard-delivered core HCM product, to write custom reports from the underlying data, to write custom data load programs to load legacy data into the SAP system, and to write custom interfaces to integrate third-party products into the SAP ERP HCM solution. Therefore, as an SAP ERP HCM developer, you need to have good working knowledge of the components, and the underlying architecture, within SAP ERP HCM from both a functional and technical viewpoint.

To design the best solution for a custom development, the SAP ERP HCM developer has to work closely with SAP ERP HCM functional subject matter experts. It’s essential that in the design and blueprint phase, during which functional and technical design documents are developed and finalized, the developer closely communicates with the functional experts and understands the fundamental requirements of their respective HCM process areas. In order to achieve optimal results, the functional expert should have enough technical knowledge and familiarity with the SAP ERP HCM development terminology, and the developer should know the basics and terminology of the functional HCM processes and SAP ERP HCM configuration basics.

The following sections give an overview of the functionality that resides within the core SAP ERP HCM components required to run a company’s HR business. In addition to covering the core HR components (Section 1.2), we’ll also discuss the other strategic components that allow companies to run more sophisticated human resource management processes, including performance management, organizational competencies, and self-service functionality for employees and managers (Section 1.3).
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- Personnel Administration
- Organizational Management
- Payroll and Benefits Administration
- Time Management

However, not all components need to be implemented at once. The core components of Personnel Administration and Organizational Management form the basis for many other components. Payroll, Benefits, and Time Management are central functions within every corporation and are typically implemented next. The more strategic components, such as Talent Management and ESS/MSS, are typically implemented after the core functions within SAP HCM have been established.

1.2 Personnel Administration

Personnel administration is the foundation of employee data management and entails typical human resources administration processes such as employee hiring and termination, employee change of organizational assignment, and so on.

Within this process area, core employee information is captured, and employee life events are tracked accordingly, thus laying the foundation for managing downstream HCM processes such as time management, payroll, and benefits, which are highly dependent on accurate basic employee information. Most HCM and payroll processes depend on basic personnel administration data that drive and impact the downstream processes—for example, the master data administered within the SAP ERP HCM Personnel Administration (PA) component for marital status or number of dependents, which impact payroll calculations and benefits eligibility.

Globalization enforces the need for both national and global views of employee headcount and data, so in recent years, the typical role of the human resource function has been transitioning from an administrative role to more of a strategic role. Human resource professionals working in field HR or corporate HR functions use personnel administration data and tools for both low-level employee data entry processing and high-level strategic analysis and reporting. SAP ERP HCM data, processes, and reporting capabilities simplify the day-to-day work of HR professionals by providing a single point of access to all personnel-related data.

1.2.2 Organizational Management

Organizational management processes handle the definition of the corporate organizational structure and the assignment of employees within the organizational structure, defining roles and responsibilities within the corporation as well as reporting relationships. The organizational structure builds the foundation for workflow processing and delivers a framework for sophisticated yet flexible authorizations around HCM processes and data.

The definition of organizational plans within the corporation and the definition of individual organizational units, positions, jobs, work centers, and cost centers in current and planned versions is the core of the SAP ERP HCM Organizational Management (OM) component.

1.2.3 Payroll and Benefits Administration

The Payroll (PY) component in SAP ERP HCM is responsible for employee payment based on company policies and state and federal regulations. The foundation of this component lies in the administration of employee salary via the definition of basic pay/salary and pay scales. The payroll engine contains all the logic to calculate gross to net payments based on salary and recurring payments and deductions, such as employee bonuses, special payments, garnishments, pension contributions, and benefits deductions. Depending on the employee type, attendances and absences are taken into account. For example, hourly employees would get overtime payments or pay deductions based on time data, absences, and attendance; these are collected via a time data collection process and passed on to the payroll engine.

Besides determining the gross portion of employee pay, the payroll engine also calculates tax deductions based on the specific tax rules per employee. This functionality includes regular payroll processing by pay period, as well as quarterly and yearly tax reporting to authorities and provision of legal forms to entities and employees.

Check and pay stub printing and distribution, as well as electronic transfer of funds to banks and other third-party entities, are part of the responsibilities and functionalities within the PY component. Companies operate their corporate payroll systems in a variety of ways; some use a very integrated approach and run all payroll processes in-house and on one integrated system platform, while others outsource all or some of the payroll processes.
Payroll tasks can be integrated or delegated in the following ways:

- HR and payroll are on one integrated system platform.
- HR and payroll are on different systems connected via interfaces.
- HR gross payroll is on one system, but net processing and tax reporting is outsourced and data are sent to an outsourcing provider via interfaces.

Meanwhile, the Benefits Administration component in SAP ERP HCM handles the processes and data for administering benefits programs for a variety of different benefits plans such as health and welfare, life insurance, savings plans, spending accounts, and pension programs. The foundation for benefits administration is the definition of the various benefits plans, eligibility and termination rules, and the breakdown of employee and employer costs and contributions.

In addition to the administration of the benefits data, the benefits enrollment process is an integral part of the process; as with payroll systems, there are many different ways to implement this function at various companies. Some companies offer employees self-service benefits enrollment functionality to allow the employee to make plan selections on one integrated platform; other companies outsource benefits plan administration and enrollment processes altogether and then interface the benefits deductions into the payroll system. Using electronic or manual paper forms is another common way of collecting benefits enrollment data.

The withholding of benefit premiums is tightly integrated with payroll processing, but it can also be outsourced to third-party administrators and interfaced as a recurring deduction to the employee.

The benefits administration as well as the payroll administration functions and rules are highly dependent on country, legal, corporate, and union-specific requirements and can vary dramatically between companies in different industries.

1.2.4 Time Management

Time management covers all processes and data related to time capture and time data processing. Time entry, time approval, and time evaluation are the core processes within SAP ERP HCM’s Time Management (PT) component. As with other components, there are a slew of ways to capture and manage time, and companies use different time entry processes for different types of employees or contractors. Employee work schedules, absences, attendances, and time quotas represent the core data within time management. The raw entered time can be evaluated based on corporate and/or federal rules to calculate overtime, shift premiums, unpaid and paid absences, and holiday and vacation pay, which is used as an input into payroll to calculate employee pay.

Different processes, devices, and techniques are used for time capturing, (e.g., clocks with swipe cards, biometric clocks, scanners, kiosks, Interactive Voice Response [IVR], web-based employee self-service, paper-based time collection, and time entry via central time keepers).

There are a variety of different strategies and system platform philosophies implemented to integrate time management and payroll data and processes. Some companies run personnel administration, time management, and payroll on one integrated system platform, whereas others separate time collection and time management from the personnel administration and payroll processing and feed data via interfaces between systems.

1.3 Other Components

Besides the core HR processes essential to running a company’s HR business, SAP ERP HCM offers a multitude of additional functionality within the on premise solution for more strategic functions that are covered under Talent Management, plus an entire suite of Employee Self-Service and Manager Self-Service functions.

First, let’s explore Talent Management, which can be divided into four main modules:

- **Performance Management**
  
  The main business processes supported by this component include the tracking of team or individual goals and performance review and appraisal. Employee development tools allow users to manage career plans and succession planning.

- **E-Recruiting**
  
  E-Recruiting supports the end-to-end recruiting process from managing and posting job openings to tracking candidates to scheduling interviews and searching for skills and talent.
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### Compensation Management

Compensation Management allows managing competency-based pay, variable pay plans, and incentive programs supported by Manager Self-Service functions. In addition, it allows comparative compensation package analysis based on external salary data.

### Enterprise Learning

This component supports both e-learning and classroom training, as well as synchronous and asynchronous collaboration. It allows managing and tracking of learning material, learning sessions, trainees, competencies, and certifications and proficiencies. Enterprise Learning is integrated with other SAP applications such as OM and PA, where organizational units or employees can be booked as course attendees or employees can be scheduled as instructors. Attendance records can be automatically created for course participants as an integration into the Time Management (PT) component.

The SuccessFactors BizX suite offers most of the Talent Management functions as a cloud solution; you'll encounter different scenarios where clients have “hybrid” solutions with integration between the core on premise and cloud functions.

Employee Self-Service (ESS) and Manager Self-Service (MSS) offer numerous web-based functions, with the emphasis on “self-service.” These functions allow users to access and maintain backend HCM data without involving an HR professional.

To enable the use of certain ESS or MSS functionality, the associated SAP ERP HCM backend functionality has to be implemented to support the ESS or MSS function along with the necessary configuration. For example, you cannot use the standard SAP ESS Salary Statement display if you have not implemented SAP Payroll processes.

The following are the most common Employee Self-Service applications included in the latest release of standard SAP ERP HCM:

- Salary Statement
- Total Compensation Statement
- W4/W5 Tax Withholding
- Benefits Enrollment/Confirmation
- Leave Request
- Time Statement

### Manager Self-Service

Here are the most common Manager Self-Service applications included in the latest release of SAP ERP HCM:

- Team Viewer
- Universal Worklist (UWL) or Personal Object Worklist (POWL) for workflow and delegation
- Leave Request Approval
- Personnel Change
- Team Calendar
- Appraisal
- Time Sheet Approval
- Compensation Adjustment
- Compensation Planning
- Manager Analytics Reporting

### Summary

The HCM component within SAP ERP is a robust solution that allows an organization to manage all aspects of its human capital. Due to the tight integration of HR data and processes, we recommend that you use an integrated HCM system rather than a loosely integrated system requiring interfaces between different technologies and resulting in a loss of the benefits of real-time information. In addition, SAP ERP HCM has integration points to other dimensions of ERP; for
example, the labor costs that are generated by the payroll process need to be transferred to accounts within finance. If HR and FI reside within SAP, then the benefit of integration is even greater. Another example is labor cost tracking via the time entry process against cost centers, work orders, or project codes. If your finances, project systems, and materials management all reside within SAP, then you can maximize the benefits of integration.

This book will guide you through the various components, technologies, and common tools that you need to know about to be an effective SAP ERP HCM developer. In the next chapter, we illustrate the tables, screens, and technologies used in SAP ERP HCM to store and manage HR data.

### Note

In order to gain greater insight into the overall SAP ERP HCM functionality, we recommend *Mastering HR Management with SAP ERP HCM* by Sven Ringling, Jörg Edinger, and Janet McClurg (SAP PRESS, 2009).

For more details on specific SAP ERP HCM components, we recommend the following resources:

- *Configuring and Customizing Employee and Manager Self-Services in SAP ERP HCM* by Martin Gillet (SAP PRESS, 2012)
- *Self-Services with SAP ERP HCM: ESS, MSS, and HR Renewal* by Kris Bland, Jeremy Masters, Justin Morgalis, and Brandon Toombs (SAP PRESS, 2015)
With the increasing use of self-service applications, HR professionals can spend less time performing routine tasks. Employees can maintain their personal data and submit requests related to time and payroll processes, and managers can access real-time reporting tools to get the information necessary to make quick and efficient decisions.

14 ESS and MSS Applications

As Internet technology blossomed in the late 1990s, web-enabled applications provided an increasingly reliable method for employees to take ownership of their personal information. HR administrators were liberated from performing commonplace, repetitive tasks and could focus instead on efforts more beneficial to the company. Another byproduct of implementing web-based employee services was the sizeable reduction in the corporate paper trail and data entry errors.

In this chapter, we'll discuss the self-service applications offered by SAP and the latest advances in the delivery of web-based and mobile applications. Although the content could fill an entire book, we'll at least provide you with a technical understanding of the varying concepts and demonstrate some of the configuration and development tasks associated with a typical implementation. Before we examine the specific services offered with Employee Self-Service (ESS) and Manager Self-Service (MSS) more closely, we first present an overview of current SAP self-service applications. In Section 14.2, we show you how these services are installed and activated through the use of enhancement packages. After they have been made ready for use, you'll need to provide access to your users. In Section 14.3, we show you how this is accomplished through SAP NetWeaver Business Client, which can be an alternative to the SAP Enterprise Portal. Following this introduction, we start our discussion of ESS and MSS desktop applications using Web Dynpro for ABAP, a versatile mobile/on premise app called SAP Fiori, and screen personas with SAPUI5.

Let's begin by providing a quick overview of the delivered HR self-service applications for SAP ERP HCM.
14.1 HCM Self-Service Applications

The audience for HCM self-service applications consists of employees, managers, and HR administrators. In fact, with SAP E-Recruiting, even external candidates have access to submit applications and apply for positions within your organization. However, the focus of this chapter is on the internal organization and the concentrated areas in which services are delivered:

- Employee Self-Service
- Manager Self-Service
- HR Administrative Services
- Employee Interaction Center

In each of these areas, the technical architecture and delivered services have undergone numerous changes as they have evolved over the past 15 years. The constant technological shift within the industry has created an ever-moving target for both SAP and their development partners. Even in the past year, the focus has quickly shifted to mobile applications for tablets and smart phones.

Before we begin a technical discussion, we first provide some background and additional insight into each of the service delivery areas.

14.1.1 Employee Self-Service

Employee Self-Service applications give employees the ability to access their own information from the backend ERP system. Not only can employees view their current information, but they can also update certain master data such as permanent residence, emergency contacts, bank details, and W4 tax withholding. In addition, they can submit leave requests, send employment verification details to third parties, and access corporate HR documents.

The early versions of ESS were delivered using Internet Transaction Server (ITS) and HTML technologies, which employees could access through their corporate intranet portal. Following this, the SAP Enterprise Portal was introduced as a means to better organize the various ESS applications and provide more efficient navigation for employee activities.

Recently, SAP converted all of their current ESS applications to the Web Dynpro for ABAP technology for customers not currently using the SAP Enterprise Portal.

Now, both portal and non-portal customers can access the ERP system directly; we cover this in more detail in Section 14.4.

14.1.2 Manager Self-Service

To enable managers to access real-time information and perform their administrative duties, SAP released Manager Self-Service in conjunction with the SAP Enterprise Portal (previously called SAP NetWeaver Portal). Managers could approve employee requests and initiate personnel change requests. Some of the first services available included time input and leave request approvals, form-based requests for employee transfers and terminations, and increased reporting capability.

For the form-based request processes, SAP introduced HCM Processes and Forms, using SAP Interactive Forms by Adobe, which provides an Adobe PDF form incorporating the ERP backend for additional look-up and validation functionality. To provide functionality to non-portal customers, SAP later announced the release of Manager Add-On 1.0 (requiring EHP 5) in December 2011 as an alternative to both the SAP Enterprise Portal and HCM Processes and Forms technology based on Interactive Forms by Adobe.

In Section 14.5, we cover the latest enhancements for Manager Self-Service and Manager Add-On 1.0 in more detail.

14.1.3 HR Administrative Services

Recognizing that not all HR processes should be limited to initiation by only employees and managers, SAP released HR Administrative Services with EHP 2, which enabled HR personnel to trigger HCM Processes and Forms requests. A new portal role, HR Administrator, contained services to administer performance appraisals between supervisors and employees, initiate master data updates without SAP GUI access to the ERP system, and distribute confirmation forms and employee statements. Also, forms generated within SAP could be placed in the Digital Personnel File (DPF), which is a centralized repository for the storage of employee-related documents.

HR Administrative Services was released fully integrated with the Employee Interaction Center, where service center agents could perform personnel processes on behalf of employees. However, in the past year, SAP has placed an emphasis on
HR professional applications and invested in an improved user interface through the release of HR Renewal, which we’ll discuss in greater detail in Chapter 15.

14.1.4 Employee Interaction Center

The Employee Interaction Center (EIC) originated from the SAP Customer Relations Management (CRM) component; services provided in that application were somewhat comparable to the activities typically performed by HR professionals. Eventually, SAP released the HCM-centric EIC with integration of HCM Processes and Forms. As part of EHP 2, it coincided with the release of HR Administrative Services.

The two business functions were tightly integrated to improve the flow of HR documents between shared services agents and HR administrators. Using the new functionality, EIC representatives could submit personnel change requests, retrieve employee documents stored in the DPF, and actively monitor the status of form processes.

The EIC methodology fits nicely with the requirements of many collective bargaining agreements, as union employees are often required to have access to HR representatives to assist them with updates to their own information and in the submittal of time, payroll, and benefits requests. In addition, with an EIC implementation, company costs were reduced by eliminating the additional licensing expense associated with most ESS applications during that time.

Each of these self-service offerings has evolved over time with the delivery of new functionality through enhancement packages. In the next section, we explain in more detail how enhancement packages continue to drive innovation related to self-service applications.

14.2 Enhancement Packages

Before we discuss ESS and MSS in greater detail, you should first understand the method SAP employs to deliver additional content related to their recent evolution. Originally, scheduled maintenance of the SAP ERP system involved the application of standard releases known as support packages. The support package concept introduced corrections to existing functionality and necessary changes to business processes for meeting legal requirements. However, they also contained new development objects and application improvements that could alter business processes and thus require additional testing and training. This created an obstacle for customers who required only necessary corrections and wanted to avoid the time and effort associated with the implementation of a software upgrade. To reduce the disruption caused by support packages, they would often implement multiple support packages at a later date to justify the related expense and effort.

Also, industry-specific solutions (e.g., oil and gas, healthcare) would delay the release of support packages for unrelated business functions, as they had to be adapted for the add-on industry solution and the underlying R/3 system before they could be applied. This further impeded the effort of enterprise business processes, such as HCM, from implementing the necessary and timely corrections to meet legal obligations.

Recognizing the difficulty customers faced, SAP began separating new development and add-on solutions from core product corrections through the introduction of enhancement packages, promoting the concept as “stability plus innovation.” Business users now had the choice to implement the latest functionality according to their own schedule while at the same time effectively maintaining the system. As shown in Figure 14.1, enhancement packages should be applied with support packages as part of the SAP ERP maintenance routine. Table 14.1 provides a list of the enhancement packages that have been released since 2006.
Once an enhancement package is installed, it isn’t visible in the system until it’s been activated. Thus, there’s a separation of the installation of an enhancement package from the subsequent activation, which we cover in Section 14.2.2. However, let’s first discuss the elements that make up an enhancement package.

### 14.2.1 Enhancement Package Components

To better understand how SAP delivers new functionality related to self-service applications, it is important to know the terminology and technical components surrounding enhancement packages:

- **Technical usage**
  A grouping of business functions that must be implemented together to install a desired solution, such as HR Administrative Services. When selecting an enhancement package from the Maintenance Optimizer, you also need to select the technical usage, which then provides the necessary download files for the install. The technical usage can span product instances, such as when both SAP ERP and SAP Enterprise Portal objects are required for implementation of the solution.

- **Business function**
  A subcomponent of the technical usage that contains all development objects, menu options, IMG activities, and authorizations for a solution. It is the activation of a business function that generates the objects and makes them visible and ready for use.

### Business function set

Logically related grouping of business functions specific to an industry solution, such as oil and gas, healthcare, or utilities, which should be activated together. Business function sets can also include the business functions of more than one business function set where the industry solutions may be linked, such as SAP Oil & Gas with Utilities.

- **Switch**
  Switches are contained within the business function and, when activated, trigger the generation of new objects in the ERP system. It is the activation of a business function that then sets the switches to begin loading the system.

After an enhancement package has been installed, the associated business functions are available to be viewed via Transaction SFW5, which we cover in the next section. The documentation provided by this transaction contains the release notes and installation procedures accompanying each business function.

In Table 14.2, business functions related to HCM self-service applications are listed according to the enhancement package in which they were released. From this table, you can see the progressive changes that have been made to the self-service applications, especially the transition to Web Dynpro for ABAP—based solutions in recent releases. For EHP 7.0, we cover the associated business functions related to HR Renewal in Chapter 15.

### Table 14.1 Enhancement Package Releases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enhancement Package</th>
<th>General Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EHP 1.0</td>
<td>December 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHP 2.0</td>
<td>November 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHP 3.0</td>
<td>May 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHP 4.0</td>
<td>May 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHP 5.0</td>
<td>May 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHP 6.0</td>
<td>May 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHP 7.0</td>
<td>August 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 14.2 HCM Self-Service Business Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EHP Release</th>
<th>Business Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>602</td>
<td>HCM_ASR_CI_1</td>
<td>HCM, Administrative Services 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602</td>
<td>HCM_EIC_CI_1</td>
<td>HCM, Employee Interaction Center 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603</td>
<td>HCM_ESS_CI_1</td>
<td>HCM, ESS for Personal Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>604</td>
<td>HCM_ASR_CI_2</td>
<td>HCM, Administrative Services 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>604</td>
<td>HCM_EIC_CI_2</td>
<td>HCM, Employee Interaction Center 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605</td>
<td>HCM_ASR_CI_3</td>
<td>HCM, Administrative Services 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605</td>
<td>HCM_ESS_WDA_1</td>
<td>ESS on Web Dynpro for ABAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605 (1.0)</td>
<td>HCM_MSS_WDA_1</td>
<td>HCM, MSS on Web Dynpro for ABAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>HCM_ESS_WDA_2</td>
<td>ESS on Web Dynpro for ABAP 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next, we cover the activation of the business functions using the Switch Framework and the resulting processes that are triggered.

14.2.2 Switch Framework

The **Switch Framework**, released with SAP NetWeaver 7.0, controls the activation of newly enhanced functionality and add-on solutions for SAP ERP through the business functions in which they reside. As we mentioned before, business functions remain dormant until they are activated. This activation step initiates the generation of multiple development objects and reference documents within the system for the targeted solution. A business function is linked to its development objects through switches, which are triggered by the activation of the business function.

To activate a business function, such as **HCM_ESS_WDA_1** for the ESS Web Dynpro for ABAP solution, use Transaction SFW5 (Switch Framework Customizing). Upon first entering the transaction, you’ll receive a **Security Information** dialog box warning about the effect that activating business functions may have on the system. Most business functions are nonreversible and cannot be switched off once they have been activated. There are very few business functions dealing with security roles and other minor updates that can be reversed. However, always treat the activation of a business function as a point of no return. Click the **Continue** button to proceed to the Switch Framework screen.

**Table 14.2 HCM Self-Service Business Functions (Cont.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EHP Release</th>
<th>Business Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>HCM_LOC_CI_29</td>
<td>HCM WD ABAP—U.S. Online W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>HR Renewal 1.0</td>
<td>Refer to Chapter 15 for the latest HR Renewal functionality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 14.2, the Switch Framework customizing screen displays the list of business functions currently available within your system. There are two folders in which business functions reside:

- **Enterprise Extensions**
  - Initial business functions that provided additional solutions for applications, such as EA-HR (see Figure 14.2) for HCM, which contained the first-generation versions of ESS, HR Administrative Services, MSS, and Compensation Management functionality. The extensions are no longer used, as they were the initial foray into the Enhancement Framework.

- **Enterprise Business Functions**
  - Business functions that have been released since the introduction of the new Enhancement Framework and Switch Framework. Here you’ll find the business functions for HCM that have been released with EHPs 1 through 6.

Activated business functions are signified by the yellow light bulb icon; the **Planned Status** indicates that the business function will remain activated after being triggered, as shown in the example.

**Figure 14.2 Switch Framework Customizing**
14.2.3 Activating a Business Function

To activate a business function, follow these steps:

1. Read the associated documentation and release notes for the business function you intend to activate. The informational icons can be found in the business function details under the Documentation and Release Information columns, as shown in Figure 14.3. Click on an icon to view the related SAP Help information.

2. In the Dependencies column, there is an icon indicating either that required dependencies have been fulfilled or that there are dependencies that need to be addressed prior to activation. Click the icon to receive more detailed information.

![Figure 14.3 Business Function Dependencies and Release Information](image)

3. Select the Planned Status checkbox of the desired business function.

4. Click the Check Changes button on the application toolbar. This validates that the necessary requirements have been fulfilled prior to activation. If predecessor business functions have not been activated, you'll receive an error message, as shown in Figure 14.4. Successful checks result in a confirmation that no errors were found.

![Figure 14.4 Display Check Results for Business Function](image)

5. If the business function does not return any errors from the check process and you are ready for activation, you can click the Activate Changes button. This submits background job SFM_ACTIVATE_SFOX (see Figure 14.5) to generate the development objects, Data Dictionary elements, menu path options, and IMG activity updates associated with the business function.

![Figure 14.5 Business Function Background Job](image)

6. Once the job has successfully completed, the business function should be activated, as signified by the yellow light bulb. The Activated on date and time are captured on the listing for future reference. To review the results of the background job, choose GoTo /L54263 Switch Framework Logs from the menu.

Now that the business function is activated, you should see new IMG activities added to the Implementation Guide, new security roles available for access to the applications, and additional items in the SAP Easy Access menu. Also, there should be new object entries in the ABAP repository for programs, Data Dictionary elements, and BAdI enhancements. Read through the documentation to become better acquainted with the objects of the business function. If the business functions have not been activated, check with your SAP administrator for access to a sandbox environment, where proper evaluation can be conducted.

**Note**

Additional transactions related to the Switch Framework can be found using the SAP menu under **Tools** • **ABAP Workbench** • **Development** • **Switch Framework**.
In the next section, we cover the SAP NetWeaver Business Client for HTML, which provides access to web-enabled applications without the need for SAP GUI. This is the preferred method for non-portal customers to deliver ESS and MSS functionality to the workforce.

14.3 SAP NetWeaver Business Client

Starting in 2003, the SAP Enterprise Portal was the main focus for delivery of ESS and MSS applications. Early versions of ESS and MSS employed the portal pages, worksets, roles, and iViews customary with portal design to distribute these services. However, in 2009 SAP introduced an alternative to the portal for customers who weren’t inclined to install the Java-based portal. This solution was the SAP NetWeaver Business Client, which is both a desktop and browser-based frontend to the ERP system for executing SAP GUI transactions and Web Dynpro for ABAP applications.

SAP NetWeaver Business Client provides role-based access configured within SAP ERP using Transaction PFCG, the same method used to configure SAP GUI access for business users. It’s positioned to eventually replace the existing SAP GUI, creating a more harmonized environment between ERP and web-based applications.

Two versions of the SAP NetWeaver Business Client are available:
- SAP NetWeaver Business Client for Desktop
- SAP NetWeaver Business Client for HTML

Both have access to the backend ERP system, and the desktop version provides additional functionality not found in the HTML version. However, the HTML version is offered for the casual user, which is appropriately suitable for both managers and employees. Let’s examine the desktop functionality briefly and then explore the browser version and its impact on ESS and MSS.

Note

The majority of screen captures found in this book employ the SAP Corbu theme found in SAP GUI version 7.30. This UI creates a seamless transition between SAP GUI and browser-based applications.

14.3.1 SAP NetWeaver Business Client for Desktop

The SAP NetWeaver Business Client (NWBC) for Desktop version has a web browser look and feel incorporating the SAP Corbu theme, with a logon pad similar to SAP GUI and advanced navigational features. As shown in Figure 14.6, the initial screen keeps track of frequently used and last-opened activities. The user can enter a transaction code in the command bar at the top or search for applications by name, making the business user more productive, as he can quickly locate the services he needs to access.

![NWBC for Desktop](image)

By clicking the Index selection, the user can see an overview list of all applications he is currently authorized to access based on his security role. The user can click on one of the Work Centers, as shown in Figure 14.7, and see the menu items that are available for processing, similar to the SAP menu tree in the SAP GUI.

NWBC for Desktop is intended for power users and harmonizes applications between SAP GUI, Web Dynpro for ABAP, and SAP Enterprise Portal. Other UI applications can also be incorporated along with Personal Object Work Lists (POWLs), CHIP applications, and side-enabled applications delivered by SAP that extend the functionality of the basic SAP GUI transactions.
Since ESS and MSS applications target the more casual user, let’s now consider NWBC for HTML, which requires no desktop software installation and can be rolled out to employees with minimal expense.

14.3.2 SAP NetWeaver Business Client for HTML
For non-portal customers, SAP NetWeaver Business Client for HTML provides a zero-footprint, browser-based client for casual users that requires no additional software installation. This makes it an attractive choice for delivering ESS and MSS on Web Dynpro for ABAP technology. Both the desktop and HTML versions use the same URL address to call the service. For ESS and MSS applications, the URL link can be positioned on the corporate intranet portal.

The menu items available to HTML users are determined by their security roles. This allows a quick and easy configuration for the ESS landing page, as opposed to the configuration of the ESS Homepage Framework used within the SAP Enterprise Portal.

As we mentioned, NWBC for HTML is intended to allow casual users such as employees and managers to make occasional changes to their master data or to submit HR requests. In the next several sections, we discuss the ESS and MSS functionality offered through the NWBC for HTML client.

14.4 Employee Self-Service (WDA)
With EHP 5 for SAP ERP 6.0, SAP released Employee Self-Service for Web Dynpro ABAP, which allows customers to deploy all ESS applications using Web Dynpro for ABAP (WDA) technology. This removes the requirement of the SAP Enterprise Portal, as ESS applications can now be hosted from the NWBC for HTML. However, clients currently using the SAP Enterprise Portal are also able to incorporate the new WDA applications by implementing Business Package Employee Self-Service (WDA) 1.50.

Before you can use the new ESS (WDA) functionality, it must first be made available within the ERP system, as we show you in the next section.

14.4.1 ESS (WDA) Business Functions
The business functions associated with the new ESS (WDA) must be activated to install the included Web Dynpro for ABAP components, applications, dictionary elements, role authorizations, menu options, and IMG activities. Using Transaction SFW5, verify that the ESS (WDA) business functions have been installed and activated, as shown in Figure 14.8.
The business functions for ESS (WDA) are as follows:

- **HCM_ESS_WDA_1**
  Provides all ESS applications using Web Dynpro for ABAP technology. For more information regarding the included functionality, click the Documentation button.

- **HCM_ESS_WDA_2**
  Delivered in EHP 6, this provides additional time management and benefits applications, the latest HCM Processes and Forms updates, security roles, and localized ESS applications for multiple country solutions. Prior to activation, the business function HCM_ESS_WDA_1 must be previously activated. Click the Documentation button or the Release Information button for specifics regarding customizing ESS (WDA) and additional configuration and security information.

### Employee Navigation

Early adopters of ESS using the SAP Enterprise Portal are familiar with a homepage framework where portal services are grouped within an area page. With SAP NetWeaver Business Client for HTML, the employee overview is now presented as a service map, thus eliminating the need for the ESS Homepage and reducing the configuration effort typically required. The left side of the screen provides an application menu similar to the SAP Easy Access menu. Using Transaction PFCG, the menu of services is incorporated with standard role menu configuration to present a landing page comparable to that shown in Figure 14.9. Employees will only see the ESS service links for which they have been provided security access or that have been configured for display based on their employment status or other Personnel Administration criteria.

### NWBC Landing Page for ESS

The services are launchpad-driven based on the configuration in Transaction LPD_CUST, which we discuss in more detail in Section 14.5.3. The SAP Enterprise Portal Homepage can be configured to support the new ESS (WDA) services as well as ESS (Java) services. The portal role can be found in Business Package Employee Self-Service (WDA) 1.50.

Employees call NWBC for HTML through a browser window provided as a link on the corporate intranet. They gain access through their assigned user ID on Info-type 0105 subtype 0001, which is given the ESS (WDA) role authorizations. The delivered roles are included in the business function, so let’s examine them now in greater detail.
14.4.3 Authorizations for ESS (WDA)

To access ESS applications using NWBC for HTML, employees must be assigned a user ID for logging on to the ECC system. The user ID for the employee is stored on Infotype 0105, subtype 0001, and is assigned the roles associated with the ESS (WDA) services.

The following SAP roles can be assigned directly or copied to custom roles, configured to meet the services intended for employees, and assigned to the employee user ID:

- **SAP_EMPLOYEE_ESS_WDA_1**
  Installed with EHP 5, this role contains the overall services along with its ESS menu.

- **SAP_EMPLOYEE_ESS_WDA_2**
  With EHP 6, this role replaces the earlier EHP 5 role SAP_EMPLOYEE_ESS_WDA_1 with additional services, including the addition of benefits functionality and localized services for multiple countries. The composite role contains various roles, as shown in Figure 14.10.

Services are filtered by the country grouping assigned to the employee through the application parameter COUNTRYGROUPING. Applications that employ this parameter will determine display and user access based on the user’s country grouping assignment. When using a copy of the standard SAP-delivered role, however, you must add the new role name to the filter values for BAdI implementation HRESS_NWBC_MENU_EXT (see Figure 14.11).

14.4.4 Customizing ESS (WDA) Applications

Once the ESS (WDA) business functions have been activated, new activities in the Implementation Guide will appear, allowing you to further customize the ESS (WDA) processes. You can find these activities under the IMG path Personnel Management • Employee Self-Service (Web Dynpro ABAP), as shown in Figure 14.12.

Of the customizations that can be performed, we discuss those listed under General Settings in the ESS (WDA) IMG path as well as some of the most useful enhancements provided.
Concurrent Employment (CE)/Global Employment (GE)

An employee who is concurrently enrolled in two or more positions within the organization must be able to choose the appropriate personnel assignment prior to modifying personal data or submitting a request. Using this IMG activity, you can activate Concurrent Employment (CE) and Global Employment (GE) for specific applications, such as Personal Information or Benefits Enrollment, by updating view V_T7XSSCE_GRP with the desired grouping reader class (e.g., CL_HRXSSCE_PERNR_GRP_INFO), as shown in Figure 14.13.

When activated, the system executes function module RH_STRUC_GET using evaluation path US_CP_P to determine the current personnel assignments for the employee. In accordance with this evaluation path, the user ID object US must be linked to object CP, which is then resolved to the related Person objects P.

ESS Menu for Services

Under this IMG activity, you can configure either the SAP Enterprise Portal for WDA applications or ESS (WDA) for NWBC for HTML. As discussed earlier, the configuration of the ESS (WDA) menu is based on the standard security role authorizations established in Transaction PFCG. Therefore, the applications included in the SAP menu of the security role determine the ESS applications available to the employee. This eliminates the SAP NetWeaver required IMG configuration step HOMEPAGE FOR SELF-SERVICES, simplifying the task of configuring the employee menu.

In addition to the security-configured menu, services can also be controlled from BAdI definition HRESS_MENU. Using this definition, you can hide/show, enable/disable, and alter text or description fields for a service. Under the IMG menu path PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT • EMPLOYEE SELF-SERVICE (WEB DYNPRO ABAP) • GENERAL SETTINGS • ESS MENU FOR SERVICES • MENU FOR SAP NETWEAVeR BUSINESS CLIENT FOR HTML • BAdI: SPECIFY DYNAMIC RENDERING OF SERVICES, you can choose to create a BAdI implementation. The default BAdI implementation supplied by SAP is HR_COUNTRY_FILTER.

Configure Unavailability of Services

There are times when services should not be available to an employee based on his employment status or other personnel criteria. For this purpose, SAP supplies BAdI definition HRXSS_SERVICE_FILTER along with default implementation EIMPL_HRXSS_SERVICE_FILTER. Although the BAdI is delivered to filter by employment status, you can modify your own BAdI implementation to filter by other personnel criteria. The IMG activity can be found under PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT • EMPLOYEE SELF-SERVICE (WEB DYNPRO ABAP) • GENERAL SETTINGS • CONFIGURE UNA vAILABILITY OF SERVICES.

The logic found in the default implementation utilizes view V_T7XSSCESTATFLT to filter the services, as shown in Figure 14.14. The view requires the entry of the application path, application name, and service key, whereas the service key can be left blank intentionally. The entry of a grace period is permitted, extending the time for which an employee can access a page (see Figure 14.15).
Data Tracking for Services

The final item under the General Settings section of the ESS (WDA) IMG menu is data tracking. For measuring the use of various ESS services, there are two configuration activities here for use with SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (BI) and OLAP reporting. The first step allows you to activate data tracking for all ESS services as a single checkbox that must be selected. However, if you only want to track certain ESS applications, you can use the subsequent IMG activity, Set Data Tracking for Individual Self-Services, to selectively determine those services that should be recorded for BI reporting.

Service-Specific Settings

Besides the General Settings portion of the IMG for ESS (WDA), there are service-specific settings that allow you to customize the time, benefits, and personal data services as well as the country-specific localization services. Some of these remain the same for both the SAP Enterprise Portal applications and the Web Dynpro for ABAP-based applications. However, you should review the IMG activities specific to ESS (WDA) and the available BAdIs that are provided for further enhancement of the delivered services.

The ESS (WDA) applications can also be configured to meet business requirements as needed. In the next section, we discuss in detail the configuration of Web Dynpro for ABAP components and applications.

14.5 Manager Self-Service (WDA)

SAP released Manager Self-Service for Web Dynpro for ABAP for general availability in December 2011, six months after the release of EHP 5 for SAP ERP 6.0. Delivered separately from an enhancement package, the business function was labeled Manager Add-On 1.0 since it delivered MSS functionality based on Web Dynpro for ABAP technology.

As illustrated in Figure 14.16, the business function for MSS (WDA) is installed on an SAP ERP system and requires prior installation of EHP 5. Similar to the roll-out of ESS (WDA), SAP Enterprise Portal customers are able to assimilate the new MSS (WDA) applications into their existing portal configuration by also installing Business Package for SAP MSS Add-On 1.0.

Just like an enhancement package, MSS Add-On 1.0 provides a business function that must be activated through the Switch Framework, which we examine more closely in the next section.

Note

Prior to using the MSS (WDA) applications, the organizational structure of your company must be established in the Organizational Management (OM) component.
14.5.1 MSS (WDA) Business Function

The features provided with the business function Manager Add-On 1.0 include the following:

- SAP Manager Self-Service suite based entirely on Web Dynpro for ABAP technology, allowing for non-portal deployment of MSS services
- Business Package 1.50 for the SAP Enterprise Portal for incorporation of MSS (WDA) applications
- Employee Self-Service on Behalf of Employees, which enables managers to initiate ESS (WDA) processes from the Team Viewer application for subordinate employees
- Tighter integration between MSS and the Talent Management suite of applications, including Employee Performance Management, SAP E-Recruiting, Enterprise Learning Solution, and Enterprise Compensation Management
- Improved user interface (UI) and user experience (UX)

You activate business function HCM_MSS_WDA_1 from Transaction SFW5 (Switch Framework Customizing). Using the transaction, you can verify whether Manager Add-On 1.0 has been installed and activated, as shown in Figure 14.17. If it’s inactive, refer to Section 14.2.3 for more information regarding business function activation.

14.5.2 Authorization for MSS (WDA)

Following activation, the included role authorization should be assigned to managers or supervisors within your organization via their SAP user ID. You can find the user ID for each manager on his Infotype 0105, subtype 0001. One role is provided: SAP_MANAGER_MSS_NWBC_2. This composite role provides a menu of all MSS-enabled applications. Of the single roles contained within, there are additional authorizations for Talent Management, SAP E-Recruiting, SAP Learning Solution, Time Approval, and HR Administrative Services, as shown in Figure 14.18. However, each of these applications may require the activation of their respective business functions, if available, before using the full MSS integration capabilities.

It is advisable to copy the composite role so the custom role can be modified to include only the supported services designated by HR leadership. Once the new
custom role has been assigned, the manager will have access to the MSS (WDA) application menu and the services that have been established for use.

### Display Roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAP_MANAGER_MSS_NWBC_2</td>
<td>HR Administrative Services : Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_F3_TV_MBB_APPROVER</td>
<td>Travel Approver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_HR_OPS_DATE_PB_SAP_OBB</td>
<td>Detail Planning of Personnel Costs by Line Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_HR_LSG_HR_MANAGER</td>
<td>SAP Learning Solution : HR Manager Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_HR_LSG_MANGER</td>
<td>SAP Learning Solution : Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_MANAGER_SIS_OBM</td>
<td>Manager single role for the Applications from Remote Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_MANAGER_SIS_SRV_MWBC_2</td>
<td>Single Role for the Manager Accounting Menu Structure for NWBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_ROT_COCO</td>
<td>Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_TIER_MGR_KS_ESS_M001</td>
<td>Time Approval Role for ESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP_MB_COCO</td>
<td>Manager in Talent Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 14.18** Composite Role SAP_MANAGER_MSS_NWBC_2

In the next section, we discuss how to navigate the service map and configure the organizational structures.

### 14.5.3 Manager Navigation

Managers access MSS (WDA) from NWBC for HTML using a link directed to the backend ERP system. This link is typically provided on a manager content page within the corporate intranet. The Internet Communication Manager (ICM) handles the incoming HTTP request and establishes the Internet connection to the system. We cover the ICM in more detail in Section 14.6.

After clicking the link, managers are prompted to log in with their SAP user ID, which has been assigned to their personnel number on Infotype 0105, subtype 0001. Once their personnel number has been determined, the system then resolves their position within the organizational structure and the organizational unit they manage, which is based on the A012 relationship in OM.

Once the manager’s organizational unit has been established, the positions that belong to the organizational unit are retrieved, along with the employee information for personnel that currently hold those positions. The manager is then able to perform MSS functions for employees that report to him, as displayed in a structure established by the Object and Data Provider, which we examine more closely next.

### Object and Data Provider

The **Object and Data Provider** (OADP) presents OM objects related to managers in a list or hierarchical tree where they can quickly retrieve additional information for a selected object or start an MSS functional process such as a personnel change request using HCM Processes and Forms. The use of OADP is available in both NWBC for HTML and SAP Enterprise Portal, where it was originally deployed prior to the use of Web Dynpro for ABAP applications.

You can view or edit the configuration of the OADP using the IMG menu path `PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT • MANAGER SELF-SERVICE (WEB DYNPRO ABAP) • OBJECT AND DATA PROVIDER`.

The configurable components of the OADP consist of the following:

- **Object Provider**
  In this step, you determine the OM objects to be retrieved using evaluation paths for the desired objects and their relationships. This criterion is captured in the object rules for selection. For example, evaluation path `O S P` provides the positions reporting to an organizational unit and the employees that hold those positions, which are then displayed in a tree structure. The type of objects displayed can be employees, organizational units, cost centers, or other applicable objects. The defined object rules are combined to form the Object Selection.

- **Data Provider**
  For the objects that have been identified, you can configure additional information to be retrieved and displayed with the objects. This additional data is
stored in a column, the columns are assigned to a column group, and the column group is then tied to an object for display.

Organizational View

Configurations from the previous steps—that is, both objects and data—are joined together to form an organizational view. For example, a view can allow the manager to select his directly reporting employees, or it could provide all subordinate employees, regardless of organizational unit, that fall under the manager.

Once the organizational views have been established, they can be grouped together for a given application, where the manager can then determine how he wants to traverse the reporting structure. As shown in Figure 14.19, the organizational view grouping MSS_TM_OVR_EEGP consists of two possible selections the manager can use for navigation. You can even determine the order in which the views should appear in the dropdown box on the Team Viewer page using the Position field found in view V_TWPC_ORGVWG_P.

![Figure 14.19 Organizational View Group MSS_TM_OVR_EEGP](image)

When you are using OADP with Web Dynpro for ABAP applications, the configured values are entered in the parameters of the application when assigning authorizations under Transaction PFCG. When displaying the MSS (WDA) single role SAP_MANAGER_MSS_SR_NWBC_2, you can right-click the Web Dynpro application HRMSS_HOMEPAGE in the Role menu to see the default parameter settings. As shown in Figure 14.20, the application parameter ORGVIEWGRP has been assigned MSS_TM_OVR_EEGP for the organizational structure grouping.

![Figure 14.20 HRMSS_HOMEPAGE Parameters](image)

For customers who employ ALE and have their OM information on a separate instance from the personnel data, SAP provides BAdI XSS_DATAORIGIN and method GET_RFC_DESTINATION. An RFC destination can be specified to retrieve the additional employee information to include with the OM objects of the central instance.

Application-to-Application Navigation

Upon displaying the objects and related information, the manager now requires the ability to select an object and perform a business process such as selecting a direct report and retrieving his employee profile. This action is performed using application-to-application navigation, of which there are two types:

- Web Dynpro for ABAP application
- Object-Based Navigation

Both of these call types are launchpad-defined, where they are configured from Transaction LPD_CUST. If you refer to Figure 14.20, you’ll see the parameters ROLE and INSTANCE on the HRMSS_HOMEPAGE application. They contain the values...
ESS and MSS Applications

MSS and NAVIGATION, respectively. Now, let's perform the IMG activity PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT • MANAGER SELF-SERVICE (WEB DYNPRO ABAP) • OBJECT-BASED NAVIGATION • ADJUST OBJECT-BASED NAVIGATION FOR MANAGER SELF-SERVICE. The OVERVIEW of LAUNCHPADS screen is displayed, where you can select the role MSS and instance NAVIGATION from the list, as shown in Figure 14.21.

![Figure 14.21 Overview of Launchpads (LPD_CUST)](image)

Double-click the entry to display the list of applications that are available to the manager (see Figure 14.22). This list contains a mixture of Object-Based Navigation objects and Web Dynpro for ABAP applications. Object-Based Navigation entries represent business objects that can be found in the Business Object Repository, as we discussed in Chapter 10, while Web Dynpro for ABAP entries are tied directly to an application.

![Figure 14.22 Launchpad Role MSS Instance NAVIGATION](image)

Clicking on an entry with WEB DYNPRO ABAP in the Appliance Description field shows the details on the far right side of the screen. As shown in Figure 14.23, the details for the application Side-by-Side Application are displayed.

![Figure 14.23 Side-By-Side Application Details](image)

The APPLICATION CATEGORY shows the navigation type WEB DYNPRO ABAP. Under the PARAMETERS FOR APPLICATION section are the following fields:

- **Namespace**
  The namespace where the HTTP service reference resides in the Internet Communication Manager, which we cover in Section 14.6.1
- **Application**
  The Web Dynpro for ABAP application that is triggered upon selection from the Object-Based Navigation menu
Using the launchpad menu, managers can perform a mixture of Object-Based Navigation—driven applications. In addition to the applications, the menu can also be reformatted to better organize and improve the layout appearance of the dropdown values on the MSS (WDA) page.

One additional item to note is the CONFIGURATION field under the section APPLICATION-RELATED PARAMETERS. Web Dynpro for ABAP applications can be configured to the needs of the customer by altering the functionality and appearance of the application, thus making any cosmetic or process changes that users might require. This makes enhancements to the standard product much easier to apply. In the next section, we examine the configuration of a Web Dynpro for ABAP application.

14.5.4 Configuring MSS (WDA) Applications

Often, SAP-delivered MSS (WDA) applications may not meet the requirements of business users. SAP has made it possible to configure Web Dynpro for ABAP components and applications and avoid the need to either modify the standard product or create a custom copy, which can result in missing out on important upgrades and enhancements.

In the next sections, we discuss the configuration concept and show you how to access the Web Dynpro for ABAP configurator.

Application Configuration

An application configuration of a Web Dynpro for ABAP program constitutes a behavioral change in the way the application performs. This is accomplished by changing the application parameters. For example, a parameter of the application may contain the display level of an organizational structure with the default value set to direct reports only. However, you may change the parameter value to show all employees.

Using the side-by-side application from the earlier section, let’s look at an associated application configuration. Go to Transaction SE80 and choose the Repository Browser. Next, choose WEB DYNPRO COMP./INTF. and enter the Web Dynpro for ABAP component name FPM_OIF_COMPONENT. A list of objects will be displayed.

From this list, choose Web Dynpro Applications and find HRMSS_SIDE_BY_SIDE. Under this selection is the application configuration HRMSS_SIDE_BY_SIDE, as shown in Figure 14.24.

![Figure 14.24 HRMSS_SIDE_BY_SIDE Application Configuration](image)

Double-click the HRMSS_SIDE_BY_SIDE application configuration to see the Attributes screen. At the bottom of this screen, click the START CONFIGURATOR button, as shown in Figure 14.25. This triggers the Web Dynpro for ABAP Application Configuration Editor (see Figure 14.26).

![Figure 14.25 HRMSS_SIDE_BY_SIDE Attributes](image)
From the Configuration Editor, click the **Display** button and then choose the **Application Parameters** tab, as shown in Figure 14.27. A parameter list is displayed, but this particular Configuration ID cannot be changed without an access key from SAP. If you want to create your own configuration, you must return to the initial screen and copy configuration ID `HRMSS_SIDE_BY_SIDE` to a custom selection that falls within the customer namespace. From there, you can then modify the parameters as necessary for the organization and save your settings. This application configuration can now be used for assignment to a role authorization menu.

In the next section, we continue with this application and show you how to visually modify and extend the application using component configuration.

### Component Configuration

Using our current example, click the **Structure** tab. The next screen shows you the component usage for the `FPM_OIF_COMPONENT` component (see Figure 14.28). Click the **Go to Component Configuration** button.

The component configuration `HRMSS_SIDE_BY_SIDE_OIF`, as shown in Figure 14.29, allows you to modify the appearance of the application and add additional elements to the standard SAP view. Also, you can use User Interface Building Blocks (UIBBs) to add other application-specific views to the current application, thereby extending process functionality.

The component `FPM_OIF_COMPONENT` that this application is based on and the UIBB concept belong to the **SAP Floorplan Manager (FPM)** framework. SAP has standardized the development of both SAP-delivered components and custom Web Dynpro for ABAP applications, providing a guideline for navigation, processing, and messaging.

For a more detailed discussion on SAP Floorplan Manager and HCM Processes and Forms using FPM, refer to Chapter 15.

---

**Figure 14.26** Application Configuration Editor

**Figure 14.27** `HRMSS_SIDE_BY_SIDE` Application Parameters

**Figure 14.28** Application Configuration Structure
14.5.5 Customizing MSS (WDA) Applications

New activities in the Implementation Guide will appear after the MSS (WDA) business function has been activated in the system. Additional customization activities are located under the IMG menu path Personnel Management • Manager Self-Service (Web Dynpro ABAP) • Organizational Chart Visualization • Configure Organizational Chart Visualization. As shown in Figure 14.30, there are four steps to be performed in order:

1. **Check Standard Organizational Chart Configuration:** Review the standard configuration SAP provides. If any change is required, perform the following three steps. Otherwise, you can use the delivered configuration.

2. **Transfer Standard Organizational Configuration:** If you want to change the SAP configuration, this step copies the configuration from a cross-client table to the client-dependent Transferred Organizational Chart Configuration table, where you can make modifications.

3. **Import Data from Object and Data Provider Configuration:** If you would rather use the existing OADP configuration that you’ve deployed, you can copy this configuration to the Transferred Organizational Chart table for use in the final step.

4. **Maintain Transferred Organizational Chart Configuration:** In this step, you can modify the Transferred Organizational Chart Configuration that was either copied from the SAP standard or converted from your existing OADP configuration.

Organizational Chart Visualization

An alternative organizational chart can be displayed using the Organizational Chart Visualization application, which improves the user experience for managers when they’re working with their organizational structures. It can be incorporated with the following services:

- Team View
- Change Position Details
- Start Process for Employee
- Start Process for Multiple Employees
- Start Organizational Process

The launchpad functionality configured in Transaction LPD_CUST works with the graphical layout to trigger applications, and the organizational structure is retrieved using the OADP functionality. The IMG activity can be found under Personnel Management • Manager Self-Service (Web Dynpro ABAP) • Organizational Chart Visualization • Configure Organizational Chart Visualization. As shown in Figure 14.30, there are four steps to be performed in order:

1. **Check Standard Organizational Chart Configuration:** Review the standard configuration SAP provides. If any change is required, perform the following three steps. Otherwise, you can use the delivered configuration.

2. **Transfer Standard Organizational Configuration:** If you want to change the SAP configuration, this step copies the configuration from a cross-client table to the client-dependent Transferred Organizational Chart Configuration table, where you can make modifications.

3. **Import Data from Object and Data Provider Configuration:** If you would rather use the existing OADP configuration that you’ve deployed, you can copy this configuration to the Transferred Organizational Chart table for use in the final step.

4. **Maintain Transferred Organizational Chart Configuration:** In this step, you can modify the Transferred Organizational Chart Configuration that was either copied from the SAP standard or converted from your existing OADP configuration.

Note

Implementing the Adobe Flash Island Embedded Organizational Chart requires activating business function HCM_PD_UI_1 and installing add-on EMBORGCH 605. Further instructions can be found in SAP Note 1485853.
Data Tracking

Similar to the same step in ESS (WDA), you can enable data tracking for all services or choose the services to be tracked. This information is then used in the OLAP reporting functionality of SAP BusinessObjects BI.

The activity is located under the IMG menu path Personnel Management • Manager Self-Service (Web Dynpro ABAP) • Data Tracking.

Profile Applications

The Profile Applications section configures the short profile associated with the OADP organizational structure objects. There are a number of different profile applications used in the various organizational display formats, such as Organizational Profile, Position Profile, Team View (see Figure 14.31), and Compensation Profile. Field groups are set up to include the additional data fields required for the profile information.

We recommend that you review the IMG activities remaining and determine the services you intend to provide. A number of BAdI enhancements are available to control the data retrieval and information display associated with the MSS (WDA) applications.

14.6 Internet Communication Manager

The Internet Communication Manager (ICM) handles the HTTP, HTTPS, and SMTP connections and requests between the SAP ECC system and the Internet/intranet. The SAP NetWeaver Business Client for HTML communicates with the SAP ECC system and SAP Web Application Server using this component. In earlier chapters, we discussed the services that are available within ESS (WDA) and MSS (WDA) and how they are called from an Internet browser.

In this section, we show you where to locate services, activate a service for use, and modify its settings.

14.6.1 Activating HTTP Services

There will be times when you call a service and receive a message with code 403 and reason Forbidden, as shown in Figure 14.32.

Service cannot be reached

What has happened?

- The termination occurred in system H11 with error code 403 and for the reason Forbidden.
- The selected virtual host was 0.

What can I do?

- Please select a valid URL.
- If it is a valid URL, check whether service /sap/bc/webdynpro/wap/hr_post_approver is active in transaction SICF.
- If you do not yet have a user ID, contact your system administrator.

HTTP 403: Forbidden
Your SAP Internet Communication Framework Team

As the second bullet point in Figure 14.32 suggests, you should use Transaction SICF (Maintain Services) to check that the service is currently active. Also, it’s important to capture the directory path that is shown in the message so you can use it to search for the service.

Figure 14.31 Team View Profile Layout

Included in this step is the setup of the employee profile photo associated with the Talent Management suite of applications, which can be displayed in different sizes according to the parameter group and parameter name.

The IMG path for this activity is Personnel Management • Manager Self-Service (Web Dynpro ABAP) • Profile Applications.
Upon calling the transaction, click the Execute button to be taken to the complete list of services. Using the path from the error message, navigate the tree structure until you locate the service in question (see Figure 14.33). You will notice that the service in question, FITV_POWL_APPROVER, is currently grayed out, signifying that it is inactive.

Right-click the service and a menu pops up. One of the selections in this list is Activate Service. Choose this option to see the dialog box shown in Figure 14.34. There are two Yes buttons: the first button activates only this service, and the second activates this portion of the directory path and all services that fall within the path folder. For this example, click the first Yes button to continue.

The service now appears in black lettering, signifying that it’s active and can be called remotely from a browser session. You can test it from here by right-clicking and choosing Test Service from the pop-up menu.
Now, click the **Error Pages** tab. On this page, you'll see another set of tabs, so choose the **Logon Errors** tab (see Figure 14.37). Here you can create an explicit response, for example, stating that the service is currently unavailable or under construction, redirect to a different URL, or configure the system logon screen.

To configure the logon screen for this service, select the **System Logon** radio button at the bottom of the screen and then click the **Configuration** button next to it. You'll see a dialog box, as shown in Figure 14.38, which allows you to override the global logon settings. Now you can tailor the login screen as required to default the client field and then hide it so the user is not required to enter it during login. After all changes are made, save your settings and return. However, you should consult with system administrators before deviating from the logon global settings for Web Dynpro for ABAP applications.

**Figure 14.37  Logon Errors for Service**

**Figure 14.38  System Logon Configuration Override**

### 14.7 SAP Fiori UX

With competitor applications providing increased access, enterprise-grade applications, and more simplified user interfaces, SAP has responded by investing in a new UI architecture, based on HTML5 and CSS3, to improve the user experience, or “UX,” of their self-service software offerings. As a result, they introduced a new suite of mobile applications, which have a simplified, consistent design layout and lessened the burden of understanding underlying data infrastructures.

**SAP Fiori UX** is an evolutionary step in providing a simpler, more inviting user experience when accessing SAP enterprise services. To this point, we’ve covered the SAP technologies available in delivering self-service applications to the
desktop. However, in today’s world, employees have the ability to consume enterprise applications “anytime, anywhere” when they are made readily available. With users being more “on the go” and not always having access to desktop hardware, SAP Fiori empowers them to quickly and easily make changes to their personal data or perform job-related tasks. As a result, workforce productivity increases with the timeliness of system updates and improves the efficiency of workflow activities. Plus, the reduced cost in continued support and maintenance of mobility devices far outweighs a traditional hardware landscape.

In this section, we’ll discuss the development methodology behind SAP Fiori applications, their reliance on both traditional and modern software design principles, and how they are delivered, whether through an on-premise system or via the SAP HANA Cloud Platform.

First, let’s gain an understanding of the design concepts and principles that comprise SAP Fiori applications.

Note

Fiori is the Italian word for “flowers,” and it fits with SAP’s desire for the new applications to bring delight to the end user. This coincides with one of the design principles discussed in the next section.

14.7.1 SAP Fiori Design Concept

SAP Fiori applications are based on a use case design principle that has been around for over 20 years. A use case is defined as an actor, or agent, and the list of steps, or tasks, that the agent must perform to affect a desired result within a system. Thus, each SAP Fiori application is built upon this construct of one agent accomplishing a single task. This simplifies processes, breaking them down into manageable tasks, and allows the developer to design a more coherent and concise solution.

Such a design philosophy was not representative of the majority of early enterprise applications that attempted to address multiple functions that had become overly cluttered with options and confusing to the intended user. This would lead to frustration in identifying the necessary functionality involved in the task at hand.

Usually, the user must execute separate transactions and then later combine the results in a third application, such as a spreadsheet, to achieve the desired end result. Also, multiple screens must be engaged to complete a single task. For example, if a payroll analyst needs to update an employee’s tax information prior to payroll processing, they typically use Transaction PA30 (Maintain Employee Master Data) and update the requisite infotype screens. However, this requires the analyst to have an understanding of the underlying tables that comprise the overall picture of the employee’s tax withholding, that is, Infotype 0207 for Residence Tax Area, Infotype 0208 for Work Tax Area, Infotype 0209 for Unemployment State, Infotype 0210 for W4/W5 Withholding, and possibly Infotype 0234 for Additional Withholding U.S. There are multiple tax infotypes that must be updated, and the user is required to know how to navigate to each and update them accordingly.

Now, contrast that with an SAP Fiori application, bringing all elements of employee tax withholding together in one simple interface without requiring knowledge of the tax infotype technical architecture. This approach would greatly improve the experience for the analysts, allowing them to perform the task with a single user interface.

In designing the layout of the SAP Fiori applications, SAP developers have emphasized the following five design principles:

- **Role-based**

  Applications should concentrate on assisting an agent of the company in accomplishing a singular task for which he is responsible. For example, when an employee requests a leave, the manager is required to approve the leave request. Therefore, managers with direct reports should have the SAP Fiori Leave Request application, discussed later in this section, added to their homepage, where they can select that particular activity. SAP recommends a 1:1 relationship between an SAP Fiori application and a security role.

  **Tip**

  It’s important that a developer truly listens to the needs of the user community and wholly understands the task from the users’ perspective. Too often, the developer will focus on the technology first and not grasp the end users’ vision of how they see the process being carried out. By listening and asking questions, a developer can make the design process more of a collaborative effort and, very often, arrive at a more cogent solution than either the user or the developer had first imagined.

- **Responsive**

  When performing a task, the users want the software to perform consistently regardless of the medium they may be using at the time. Also, they want the
application to recognize their role and adapt to their position and responsibilities. This may vary from user to user depending on their job responsibilities, to which the application should respond accordingly.

- **Simple**
  
  With the various mobility devices accessing the application, screen space can be limited, so it's important that the design is simple. The SAP Fiori application should adapt, as mentioned in the previous principle, and it should also avoid cluttering the UI with extraneous controls that are not required for a particular user. One of the reasons Apple has done so well with its consumer electronics is the simplicity of the design and the user interface. End users are looking for that same experience in their interactions with enterprise software. Make the interface intuitive, with obvious screen controls, and keep the user apprised of what is occurring as he moves through the process.

- **Coherent**

  In our earlier example, we mentioned how an analyst may need an understanding of HR infotypes and the technical specifics of the transaction. With SAP Fiori applications, we want to remove that requirement and let the user perform the task without burdening him with the nature of the backend system. Also, applications from various functional areas should behave the same and have a consistent look and feel, contributing to their intuitive nature; for example, an FI application should display the same screen controls as an HR application with the same design layouts.

- **Delightful**

  This can be one of the most important aspects of any application—make the user want to return to use the service again and again. There is nothing more discouraging than software that behaves unpredictably, returns vague and uninformative messaging, and fails to perform its necessary function. As a developer, you should make the process enjoyable and satisfying so the user will come back to it often.

Now that we’ve discussed the concept of how the applications should be designed and developed, let’s take a closer look at how they appear and are delivered to our user community.

### 14.7.2 SAP Fiori Homepage

The SAP Fiori homepage consists of application tiles that are assigned to the user according to his role. A manager would see the leave request application on his
In addition to the layout of the applications, the *shell bar* located at the top of the homepage provides users with the ability to return to the homepage while in an application, access group panels for further navigation, to search for business objects and other applications, and to incorporate unique themes and corporate branding.

**Note**

To access SAP Fiori applications, the browser must be HTML5-compatible.

The homepage layout is controlled through the Launchpad Designer and Transaction LPD_CUST. This is the same transaction we covered earlier in this chapter for the layout of the MSS Web Dynpro ABAP applications. The backend SAP Business Suite controls the SAP Fiori applications that the user is capable of viewing and is coordinated through standard SAP security roles and menus.

Next, we’ll provide you with an overview of the types of applications that can be distributed to users through the homepage, and how to choose the right type of SAP Fiori design layout for your particular application.

### 14.7.3 SAP Fiori Application Types

When you design an SAP Fiori application, there are uniquely defined application types that provide users with either real-time information, access to navigated task processes, or analytical information. Each type of application requires a specific deployment for the desired end result and has specific requirements related to the backend system and the underlying database. For instance, when delivering analytical data and performing high-volume calculations, the SAP HANA database is required for the backend system in order to present the data in a timely and efficient manner.

The three SAP Fiori application types are as follows:

- **Transactional**
  
  This is the use case, task-based application with guided navigation and a clear, concise goal in mind. Transactional applications can perform such tasks as master data change, workflow approval, shopping cart, or request initiation. For example, the **Leave Request** and **Leave Request Approval** tiles are both transactional type applications.

- **Analytical**
  
  This type of application focuses on the visualization of key performance indicators (KPIs), where proper scaling, units of measure, and connotative color-coding provide business-related information to the user, who can decide to take action based on the results. Services of this nature should originate from an SAP HANA system due to possibly excessive data volumes.

- **Factsheet**
  
  Summary or detail information related to a particular business object within the system. This type of application gives the user the actual specifics he requires when making further management decisions. From this type of application, the agent can drill down to more detailed factsheets or initiate a transactional application to take action on the information provided. This application type should originate from an SAP HANA system due to the laborious calculations performed and voluminous details to be summarized.

When developing custom SAP Fiori applications, you’ll want to consider which of these is most suitable for your particular task, whether that is updating master data, providing informational analytics, or presenting detailed information related to a specific business object.

In addition to selecting the application type, you next will need to determine the SAP Fiori tile type, which defines its appearance on the homepage. In the following section, we’ll discuss the types of SAP Fiori tiles available.

### 14.7.4 SAP Fiori Tile Types

Upon first glance at the SAP Fiori Launchpad, you’ll notice that not all tiles have the same appearance or composition. There are some that are descriptive, with icon and text only, while others have a graphical or quantitative nature. This presentation style can give the user insight into the type of application to be executed from the tile. For uniformity and consistency, SAP has established a collection of Fiori tile types.
The four SAP Fiori tile types are as follows:

> **Static**
> Tiles that perform a specific task regardless of any quantitative result found in the system are considered static tiles. There is only the text label and an icon displayed without any number shown to the user. An example would be the SAP Fiori application My Paystubs, where an employee can review his remuneration statement in PDF format or select Track Purchase Order to locate a specific P.O. document in the system.

> **Dynamic**
> A dynamic tile derives information from the system upon display. This could be the number of requests that a manager is required to approve, or it could be a product of an analytical tile showing the user a total number or average. The number can also be given a connotative color, spurring the agent to take further action.

> **News**
> Performing a single function, the News tile can handle RSS feeds and cycle news stories and news feeds depending on its configuration. Up to 10 URLs can be entered for the cycling of news stories. Also, a total of 12 images can also be used for the background display of the tile during news cycles.

> **KPI**
> For this type of application tile, analytical detail is incorporated into the display. For instance, a graph or chart can be shown along with the semantic color denoting to the user the current state of the information shown. If we look more closely at our earlier example of the Launchpad (see Figure 14.39) and focus on the Gross Revenue analytical tiles we can see how the scale has been set to the millions and the unit of measure is the currency key USD.

Also, the color display of the figure is set to either green for on-target or red for under-performing, thus signaling to the user that action may need to be taken. When building custom KPI tiles, you use the KPI Modeler to choose the appropriate icons and charts or create your own models.

Now that we have provided an understanding of SAP Fiori application design, we’ll cover the various deployment options of the software and the required UI components along with other technical considerations.

---

**Note**

---

### 14.7.5 SAP Gateway

In deploying SAP Fiori, the implementation of SAP Gateway is required. The SAP Gateway establishes the connection between a non-SAP development technology and an SAP backend system. Thus, developers can use languages such as Java, Javascript, and C++ to access master data stored within the SAP Business Suite and, in particular, the HCM application. Similar to how SAP Fiori applications minimize the need for the user to understand the underlying SAP technical architecture, SAP Gateway eliminates the need for developers to have a strong understanding of the ABAP language to create new service applications.

There are two options for deploying SAP Gateway: either a locally installed instance on the SAP Business Suite, referred to as an embedded deployment, or a separate, stand-alone instance that is commonly called a central-hub deployment.

An embedded deployment, as shown in Figure 14.41, installs the core software components on the same SAP NetWeaver instance as the SAP Business Suite. The advantages of this type of installation is the reduced cost and performance overhead of an additional server. Plus, if the master data is sourced from only one backend system, this may be a preferable approach. However, the presentation, application, and data layers all reside within the same system, requiring us to expose the SAP Business Suite to the Internet. This can raise security concerns and does not promote a true separation of the presentation and data layers.

![Figure 14.41 Embedded Deployment](http://example.com/figure14.41.png)
The central-hub deployment option installs the SAP Gateway on a separate server from the backend SAP Business Suite, which gives us the separation of presentation and data layers desired in a truly distributed model, as shown in Figure 14.42. This installation type is conducive to placing the presentation server outside of the corporate firewall, thus eliminating the potential risks associated with exposing the SAP backend system to the Internet. Additionally, the backend system is not responsible for connectivity and request routing as in the embedded approach.

![Figure 14.42 Central-Hub Deployment](image)

The components of SAP Gateway, which are installed as add-on software, are shown in Table 14.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAP Gateway Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IW_FND</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>Runtime and Metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW_CORE</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>OData Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW_BEP</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Business Enablement Provisioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW_SCS</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Screen-Scraping Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW_CBS</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Business Workflow Functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW_HDB</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>HANA Database Adapter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14.3 SAP Gateway Components

For a central-hub deployment, there are configuration activities that must be coordinated between the frontend and backend systems, whereas in the embedded approach all such tasks are performed in the SAP Business Suite. The component IW_BEP dictates where application development will take place, whether on the SAP Gateway server or on the backend system. However, the core components are required to enable the SAP Gateway runtime environment and the OData protocol, which is covered in the next section.

14.7.6 OData Protocol

Using the Open Data Protocol, or OData, SAP distributes data from its proprietary ECC system through consumer-grade electronics platforms, such as smart-phones, tablets, and other mobile devices. OData is a standard web protocol based on the Atom Publishing Protocol, and RSS, where metadata and data are enclosed in the same HTTP/XML type request. In this case, server-side data repositories are made readily available for access by various application languages. This has led to OData being referred to as the “ODBC of the Web.” Using OData models, developers have a much simpler interface that does not require them to understand SAP data architecture. Initially created by Microsoft, many popular websites use this standard for their APIs and its use of the REST methodology. REST stands for Representational State Transfer and is used in distributed computing architectures. For applications to be considered in compliance with REST, they must meet the following design constraints: client/server, stateless, cacheable, layered, and uniformity.
For SAP-delivered applications, OData services must be activated prior to deployment. This is accomplished using Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE on the SAP Gateway server and performing the following steps:

1. Choose Add Service and then enter the system alias of your backend system.
2. Next, enter the technical name of the OData service and the accompanying version number. Later in this chapter we provide the technical service names applicable to the SAP ERP HCM—delivered applications, such as the service for My Leave Requests, which is /GBHCM/LEAVEREQUEST.
3. Provide a technical name for the service under the customer namespace.
4. Assign the service to a package, or save it as a local object.
5. Execute the service and evaluate if it has been loaded properly from the Activate and Maintain Services screen.

14.7.7 Activating SAPUI5 Application Services
SAPUI5 application services must be activated from the Internet Communication Manager, which we covered in Section 14.6, using Transaction SICF. Navigate to the service path default_host~sap~bc~ui5_ui5~sap and find the application name. Right-click the service and choose Activate Service. For example, the My Leave Requests application service to be activated is HCM_LR_CRE, which you’ll find under the service path mentioned above if you have installed the add-on component for the HCM principal applications.

Note
Similar to the ESS and MSS applications delivered through Web Dynpro Java and Web Dynpro ABAP, the SAP Fiori applications require that underlying SAP business processes have been configured prior to use. For example, the My Leave Requests application requires that Time Management has been implemented with the supporting absence types and quotas.

14.7.8 Fiori Launchpad Designer
The Fiori Launchpad Designer provides the ability to lay out a user’s homepage and determine the applications he can access based on his assigned security role. The main page can be accessed from the URL https://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/arsvrc_upb_admn/main.html. However, before the Launchpad Designer can be executed, the service arsvrc_upb_admin under the menu path default_host~sap~bc~ui5_ui5~sap must be activated using Transaction SICF.

From the Launchpad Designer, the administrator is responsible for establishing the following configuration settings that control the distribution and access of the application(s):

- **Catalogs**
  This is the collection of applications assigned to a single role. The user can select applications from this catalog and choose to display them on his homepage. The application tile types discussed earlier comprise the catalog with KPI tiles, application launcher tiles, and target mappings that are linked to configuration performed using Transaction LPD_CUST.
- **Groups**
  The catalog consists of groups that define logically related applications to be displayed on the user’s homepage, or the user can personalize the groups to add or remove applications in a group as he chooses.
- **Roles**
  The security roles are defined by linking the catalogs and groups to a single role. SAP provides standard roles that can be copied and customized as necessary, adding the security and menus. Roles are maintained by using Transaction PFCG.

14.7.9 SAP Fiori Applications for HCM
Currently, SAP has released six SAP Fiori applications for HCM as part of the add-on component SAP Fiori principal apps for SAP ERP 1.0, which you’ll find in the Product Availability Matrix (PAM) on the SAP Support Portal. All of the applications are transactional types, and you can see that they are a part of either the Employee or Manager catalogs used in Launchpad Designer configuration. In the following subsections, we provide a brief description of each application and its associated technical components.

**My Leave Requests**
Employees can submit paid time-off requests, use an interactive calendar for date selection, provide additional comments, view pending requests, and review their remaining leave entitlements prior to submitting a new request. Following submission, leave requests are then forwarded to the proper agent, most likely a supervisor,
for approval. Table 14.4 details the SAP Fiori components that are available to use when creating a leave request application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAP Fiori Component</th>
<th>Technical Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UI5 Application</td>
<td>HCM_LNCRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OData Service</td>
<td>/GBHCM/LEAVEREQUEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BC_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Group</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCG_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Role</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCR_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Role</td>
<td>UIX01HCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Instance</td>
<td>TRANSACTIONAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14.4 SAP Fiori Components for Leave Request Applications

An example of the application UI is shown in Figure 14.43.

### Approve Leave Requests

Managers, or HR professionals, can approve employee leave requests, reject requests, and provide additional comments to the employee. An inbox shows the user the active list of leave requests from which he can browse. Also provided is a team calendar so the manager can review overlapping time-off requests to avoid scheduling conflicts. Table 14.5 details the components that are available to create approve leave request applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAP Fiori Component</th>
<th>Technical Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UI5 Application</td>
<td>HCM_LR_APV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OData Service</td>
<td>/GBHCM/LEAVEAPPROVAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BC_MANAGER_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Group</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCG_MANAGER_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Role</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCR_MANAGER_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Role</td>
<td>UIX01HCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Instance</td>
<td>TRANSACTIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFCG Role</td>
<td>SAP_GBHCM_LEAVE_APPROVAL_MGR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14.5 SAP Fiori Components for Approve Leave Applications

### Approve Timesheets

Managers can view employee time entries prior to approval or rejection. A report is available for summarized display of time entered by an employee or cost details. See Table 14.6 for application details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAP Fiori Component</th>
<th>Technical Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UI5 Application</td>
<td>HCM_TS_APV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OData Service</td>
<td>SRA010_TIMESHEET_APPROVAL_SRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BC_MANAGER_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Group</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCG_MANAGER_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Role</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCR_MANAGER_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Role</td>
<td>UIX01HCM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14.6 SAP Fiori Components to Approve Timesheets
My Benefits

Employees can review their current benefit enrollment along with benefit plans for which they may be eligible but have not enrolled. A benefits overview screen can be displayed along with employee coverage options and cost details (see Table 14.7 for custom application details). In addition, a link to supporting Benefits Summary documents is available to the employee, thus meeting your company’s benefits administration requirements in making such information readily available to the employee.

Requirements to use this application include the activation of business function HR-BEN and the standard configuration of benefits in the SAP ERP HCM application.

My Paystubs

Employees can access their pay advices for both on-cycle and off-cycle payments. They also have the option to download a PDF version of the document for storage on their remote device. See Table 14.8 for custom application details.

My Timesheet

Employees can enter time using the My Timesheet application on a weekly or monthly basis (see Table 14.9 for details). Submitted time can be reviewed and corrected as required along with summarized time reports for display. The application requires the setup of the CATS (Cross-Application Time Sheet) within the SAP ERP HCM application, and data entry profiles must be created for employees prior to use.

Table 14.7 SAP Fiori Components for My Benefits Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAP Fiori Component</th>
<th>Technical Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Instance</td>
<td>TRANSACTIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFCG Role</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_TS_APV_APP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14.8 SAP Fiori Components for My Paystubs Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAP Fiori Component</th>
<th>Technical Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UI5 Application</td>
<td>HCM_PS_MON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OData Service</td>
<td>SRA006_SRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BC_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Group</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCG_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Role</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCR_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Role</td>
<td>UX01HCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Instance</td>
<td>TRANSACTIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFCG Role</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_PS_MON_APP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14.9 SAP Fiori Components for My Timesheet Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAP Fiori Component</th>
<th>Technical Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UI5 Application</td>
<td>HCM_TS_CRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OData Service</td>
<td>SRA002_TIMESHEET_SRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BC_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Group</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCG_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Catalog Role</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_BCR_EMPLOYEE_X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Role</td>
<td>UX01HCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD_CUST Instance</td>
<td>TRANSACTIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFCG Role</td>
<td>SAP_HCM_TS_CRE_APP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to the application type, you’ll want to determine the SAP Fiori tile type and its appearance on the homepage. In the following section, we’ll discuss the different types of SAP Fiori tiles.

**14.7.10 Developing SAP Fiori Applications**

Now that the SAP Business Suite is accessible to other languages, custom applications can be developed using HTML5 and CSS3 technologies. For the development of SAP Fiori applications, SAP has made available the *SAP UI Development Toolkit for HTML5 (SAPUI5)* for Eclipse. This is a desktop editor containing the control libraries for building custom SAP Fiori applications.

You can find the directions to install the SAPUI5 toolkit on the Kepler version of the Eclipse editor at [https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/kepler](https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/kepler). Click the SAPUI5 TOOLS link at the top of the page to navigate to the step-by-step instructions on how to install and upgrade the toolkit. From Eclipse, choose **Help • Install New Software** to display the screen shown in Figure 14.44.

You can find the directions to install the SAPUI5 toolkit on the Kepler version of the Eclipse editor at [https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/kepler](https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/kepler). Click the SAPUI5 TOOLS link at the top of the page to navigate to the step-by-step instructions on how to install and upgrade the toolkit. From Eclipse, choose **Help • Install New Software** to display the screen shown in Figure 14.44.

On the SAPUI5 TOOLS page, you’ll find URL links to helpful documentation such as developer’s guides and control library specifics as well as sample demo applications. The materials can be found under the link **SAPUI5 Documentation** (as shown in Figure 14.45).

Besides desktop development, you can also evaluate the **SAP River RDE** web-based development environment from the SAPUI5 TOOLS page. SAP River RDE is the development environment for SAP Fiori applications distributed on the SAP HANA Cloud Platform. You can visit the SAP Service Portal (service.sap.com) to find out more about applying for a trial version of the **SAP HANA Cloud Platform Cockpit**, shown in Figure 14.46.
14.8 Summary

In this chapter, we've covered the self-service functionality provided by SAP, focusing on the Employee Self-Service and Manager Self-Service applications. We also discussed the manner in which SAP continues to improve on their solutions with enhancements and upgrades provided through enhancement packages, covered in Section 14.2, including the activation of the related business functions.

With the transition to non-portal delivery of ESS and MSS, SAP NetWeaver Business Client for HTML provides employees, managers, and HR administrators with access to applications based on Web Dynpro for ABAP technology. The new applications seek to provide better integration and improve on the user interface and user experience of these processes.

We then discussed in greater detail how to access Web Dynpro for ABAP applications through SAP standard security configuration and authorizations, including the navigation and setup of the ESS (WDA) service maps. In our coverage of MSS (WDA), we showed you how the Object and Data Provider and Object-Based Navigation provide managers with a graphical representation of their organization and assist them in initiating applications from selected objects.

Next, we covered the Internet Communication Manager and the handling of HTTP requests for the ERP system. Within the Internet Communication Framework, we showed you how to activate and modify web-enabled HTTP services.

Finally, we covered the latest UI innovations from SAP with SAP Fiori UX, SAP Gateway, OData services, and the SAPUI5 development toolkits. Applications developed with these technologies provide users with multiple options to interact with the SAP Business Suite and SAP ERP HCM.
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These utilities, along with standard reports, have been expressly provided for HR business analysis and regulatory reporting.

SAP offers both cross-application and HCM-specific reporting solutions for the evaluation of organizational and personnel data.

Using the HR Forms Workplace, you can create professional-looking payslips and time statements that are integrated with SAP ERP.

You can extend the capabilities of the SAP ERP HCM application by developing custom reports. In this chapter, we introduce SAP reporting tools and techniques for creating custom reports.
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CALL FUNCTION
performing on end of task, 650
starting new task, 649, 650
CALL TRANSACTION, 543, 545, 550
CTU_PARAMS, 544
messages, 545
mode, 544
synchronous, 544
update, 544
Candidate, 64
attribute infotypes, 65
CATS Classic, 49
CATS profile authorization groups, 625
CATS profiles, 131
CATS Regular, 49
Central person, 354
Change locked data records, 603
Check class, 243, 246
Check indicator, 589
Check indicator, 380
Cluster ID, 125, 143
B1, 126
for Cluster Table PCL1, 126
G1, 126
L1, 126
LA, 594
LB, 594
payroll, 375
PC, 126
RD, 362
RU, 362
RX, 376
TC, 126
TX, 126, 594
TY, 594
UN, 376
ZI, 126
Cluster table, 121, 138, 184
RZ, 434
PCL1, 125, 126, 143, 144, 184, 239, 594
PCL2, 125, 128, 139, 143, 198, 269, 362
PCL3, 143, 145
PCL4, 143, 145, 185, 345, 346, 370, 571
PCLS, 143, 145
Code to data paradigm, 812
Compensation, 769
planning, 68
review, 68
scenario, 790
Compensation data, 776
integration, 789
Compensation Management, 667
Component Configuration application, 742
Composite role, 586
Concurrent Employment (CE), 147, 155, 350,
678, 785, 786
Configuration tables, 80
Consistency check, 543
Context authorization, 613
check, 592
object, 612, 615
Context-based authorization check, 590, 591
Context-based authorization object, 611
maintain, 612
Contract, 367, 368
Control indicator, 380
Controller, 97
Conversion
catalog legacy data, 570
cutover plan, 580
data cleanup, 570
external number range, 568, 576
maintain number range, 568
payroll balances, 578
personnel number range, 570
preparation, 567
pre-processor, 572, 576
testing, 579
Core, 671
Core night work, 397
Corporate forms, 425
Cost center, 103
availability, 569
Country grouping, 363, 583
Country specific infotypes, 258
CRM, 662
Cross-Application Time Sheet (CATS), 130
My Timesheet with SAP Fiori, 717
CSV, 777, 783
Cumulated time balances, 397
Cumulated variable, 397
Current results, 380
Custom
authorization objects, 621
infotype, 235
objects, 259
operation, 278
payroll country versions, 392
relationship, 259
report, 626
Customer exit, 194, 234
find existing, 196
HRRPA01, 176
implement, 197
PSAS001, 267
Customer-specific authorization check, 618
Customer-specific fields
adding, 788
Customer-specific implementation, 784
Daily time balances, 397
Data
access without Logical Databases, 161
integration, 779
selection period, 153, 351, 365
status, 773
structures, 79
Data Browser, 282
development, 285
general table display, 286
multiple selection, 283
output, 284
selection options, 284
Data conversion
preparation, 569
strategy, 572
Data migration, 537, 555
preparation, 567
Data Source Framework, 827
Date and time calculations
function modules, 362
DCIF, 245
PA infotype processing, 245
Debugging operations, 188
Decision operations, 188
Decision tree, 188
Declustering, 376, 816
activate for time evaluation, 823
activation tables, 820
benefits of, 826
business function, 817
ning conventions, 817
prerequisites, 818
results, 822
set up, 819
tools, 827
Decoupled Infotype Framework (DCIF), 50,
96, 97
for OM infotypes, 120
Degree of simplification, 595, 597
Delimited, 84
Dell Boomi, 802, 803
Depth, 609
Determining the leading assignment of a central
person, 787
Form Builder (cont.)  
- table node calculations, 463  
- table node cell, 464  
- table node row, 464  
- window, 464  
For-period, 378  
- Full localization, 392  
Function, 268  
- BREAK, 279  
- EXPRT, 338  
- P2006, 272  
- QUOTA, 199  
- TRANS, 579  
Function exit  
- EXIT_SAPFP000001, 229  
- EXIT_SAPFP000002, 230  
- EXIT_SAPFP000003, 267  
- EXIT_SAPLICATS, 362  
Function groups, 173  
- Function module, 164, 173, 184, 398, 609  
- AUTHORITY_CHECK, 627, 628  
- BAIP_EMPLOYEE_DEQUEUE, 171  
- BAIP_EMPLOYEE_ENQUEUE, 171  
- BAIP_EMPLOYEE_DEQUEUE, 494  
- BAIP_EMPLOYEE_ENQUEUE, 494  
- BDC_CLOSE_GROUP, 547  
- BDC_INSERT, 547  
- BDC_OPEN_GROUP, 546  
- CD_READ_PREVIOUS, 381  
- CU_READ_RGDIR, 379  
- CU_READ_RGDIR_NEW, 389  
- HR_ALV_LIST_DISPLAY, 421  
- HR_CHECK_AUTHORITY_INFO, 416  
- HR_COMPUTE_YEARS_BETWEEN_DATES, 362  
- HR_ENTRY_DATE, 175  
- HR_FEATURE_BACKFIELD, 191, 248  
- HR_FEATURE_BACKTABLE, 191  
- HR_FORMS_TIM_GET_B2_RESULTS, 396  
- HR_GET_TIME_BETWEEN_DATES, 362  
- HR_INFOTYPE_LOG_GET_DETAIL, 185, 370  
- HR_INFOTYPE_LOG_GET_LIST, 185, 370  
- HR_INFOTYPE_OPERATION, 177  
- HR_READ_INFOTYPES, 648  
- HR_READ_TIMEDATA_PSP, 211, 395  
Function module (cont.)  
- HR_TIME_RESULTS_GET, 396  
- HRWP_ALL_EMPLOYEE_NAME, 357  
- main logic, 648  
- remote enabled, 489  
- REUSE_ALV_GRID_DISPLAY, 421  
- REUSE_ALV_LIST_DISPLAY, 421  
- REUSE_ALV_VARIANT_F4, 416  
- RH_DIR_ORG_STRUC_GET, 181  
- RH_GET_MANAGER_ASSIGNMENT, 610  
- RH_SET_AGENT_ASSIGNMENT, 611  
- RH_INSERT_INFO, 628  
- RH_PM_GET_STRUC, 181  
- RH_READ_HRPnnnn, 183  
- RH_STRUC_GET, 678  
- root object at runtime, 610  
- RP_EDIT_NAME, 384  
- SPBT_INITIATE, 648  
- SXC_EXIT_CHECK_ACTIVE, 205  
Functional gap, 193  
G  
- General authorization, 611  
- profiles, 611  
- General InfoSet switch, 298  
- General structural authorization profiles, 612  
- General Table Display, 286  
- background jobs, high-volume table queries, 288  
- Generate Payroll infoType, 390  
- Generation of Quota entitlement, 397  
- Generation Rules for Quota Type Selection, 197  
- Global employment, 678  
- Graphical User Interface (GUI), 257  
- Graphics, 439, 452  
- Guided Activity (GAF), 729  
H  
- HCM add-on solution, 770  
- HCM Processes and Forms, 661, 674, 685  
- Design Time Tool, 737  
- Floorplan Manager, 736  
- modify master data, 728  
- HCM Processes and Forms (cont.)  
- roadmap forms, 758  
- search process application, 756  
- start application, 754  
- Hierarchical structure, 609  
- High Performance Analytical Appliance, 805  
- HR form  
- add additional field, 435  
- address format, 469  
- address selection, 470, 471  
- arrange layout, 445  
- assigned InfoSet, 442  
- attributes, 441  
- copying, 444  
- enhancements, 479  
- feature OCHR_6, 475  
- feature PCH_6, 472  
- integrate with Payroll, 467  
- integration with ESS, 477, 478  
- integration with payroll, 471, 472, 475  
- layout editor, 442  
- print program, 443, 475  
- print settings, 447  
- selection screen, 443  
- sort order, 476  
- status, 442, 445  
- structure, 442  
- Transaction PC00_M10_HRF, 476  
- wage type placement, 468  
- HR Forms Workplace, 425, 439, 481, 639  
- create payroll, 426  
- form definition status, 440  
- program status, 440  
- structure status, 440  
- HR MetaData Workplace, 426, 427, 481  
- HR Professional role, 761  
- landing page lanes, 761  
- HR Renewal, 76, 723  
- EHP 7, 75  
- Employee Self-Service, 725  
- HR Administrative Services, 724  
- Manager Self-Service, 725  
- Payroll Control Center, 764  
- Personnel and Organization, 725  
- SAPUI5 for Self-Service Applications, 726  
- virtual data models, 828  
- HR report  
- deliver to business community, 314  
- HRPAADAUTH, 619  
- HTML  
- ESS, 660  
- HTTP, 689, 697  
- activation, 697  
- HTTP service activation, 698  
- change, 699  
- logon configuration, 700  
- redirect URL, 700  
- test, 698  
- Human Resources Information System (HIS), 282, 330, 334, 773  
- access object, 331, 332  
- area, 333  
- assign user, 334  
- configuration, 332  
- data retrieval, 333  
- data view, 333  
- graphical display, 331  
- task function, 334  
- view, 330  
- Hybrid  
- design, 773  
- landscapes, 771  
- models, 773
### Infotype (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infotype</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0169</td>
<td>Savings Plans (401k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0170</td>
<td>Flexible Spending Accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0174</td>
<td>Garnishment Documents US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0195</td>
<td>Garnishment Order US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0207</td>
<td>Residence Tax Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0208</td>
<td>Work Tax Area (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0209</td>
<td>Unemployment State (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0210</td>
<td>Withholding US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0221</td>
<td>Payroll Results Adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0234</td>
<td>Additional Withholding Info US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0235</td>
<td>Other Taxes US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0302</td>
<td>Additional actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0315</td>
<td>Time Sheet Defaults (CATS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0316</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0328</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0402</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0403</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0415</td>
<td>Export Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0416</td>
<td>Quota Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0446</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0457</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0458</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0459</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0460</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0613</td>
<td>Abence Donation Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0655</td>
<td>ESS Settings Remuneration Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0672</td>
<td>FMLA Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0696</td>
<td>Shared Leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0709</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0712</td>
<td>Main Personnel Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0758</td>
<td>Compensation Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0759</td>
<td>Compensation Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0760</td>
<td>Eligibility Override</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0761</td>
<td>LTI Granting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0762</td>
<td>LTI Exercising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0763</td>
<td>LTI Participant Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001</td>
<td>Relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002</td>
<td>Descriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003</td>
<td>Department/Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1005</td>
<td>Planned Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1007</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1008</td>
<td>Account Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1026</td>
<td>Benefits Event Info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1029</td>
<td>Course Type Info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1035</td>
<td>Schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1037</td>
<td>Billing/Allocation Info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1060</td>
<td>Demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1061</td>
<td>Workflow Settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Abences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Attendance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Substitutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Overtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Abence Quota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Attendance Quota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Employee Remuneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Time Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Time Transfer Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Quota Corrections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>Annual Calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2051</td>
<td>Monthly Calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2052</td>
<td>Weekly Calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4004</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5003</td>
<td>Course Content Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5004</td>
<td>Curriculum Type Info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5006</td>
<td>Course Type Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5007</td>
<td>Delivery Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5008</td>
<td>Completion Specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5009</td>
<td>Course Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5020</td>
<td>Category Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5021</td>
<td>Layout Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5022</td>
<td>Column/Cell Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5023</td>
<td>Column Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5024</td>
<td>Role Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5025</td>
<td>Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5026</td>
<td>Status Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5041</td>
<td>Workflow Settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5042</td>
<td>Ext. Catalog Comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5043</td>
<td>Ext. Training Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5045</td>
<td>Collaboration Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5046</td>
<td>Collaboration Room Template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5102</td>
<td>Candidate Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5103</td>
<td>Work Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5104</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5105</td>
<td>Qualifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5106</td>
<td>Desired Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5107</td>
<td>Desired Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5108</td>
<td>Availability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IDoc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDoc</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>501, 516</td>
<td>IDoc, composition, content, display, IDoc type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519</td>
<td>IDoc, composition, content, display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520, 521</td>
<td>IDoc type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501, 516</td>
<td>IDoc, composition, content, display, message type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HROT_USM</td>
<td>(Communication)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0130</td>
<td>(Test Procedures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0167</td>
<td>(Health Plans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0168</td>
<td>(Insurance Plans)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### InfoFigures

- 441

### InfoDimensions

- 441

### InfoNet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>InfoNet</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>composition, customization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### InfoSet Query (cont.)

- field group, 317
- hit list, 309, 310, 312
- Initial Screen, 308
- output preview, 309, 310
- ranked list, 310
- set operations, 307, 309, 312, 313
- start report, 307, 311
- transfer set, 314

### InfoSets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>InfoSets</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>441</td>
<td>Stats, 441</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### InfoType

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>InfoType</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35, 41, 80</td>
<td>Addition, 36, 137, 225, 316, 570, 571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000 (Actions), 36, 137, 216, 292, 316, 539, 540, 541, 571, 583, 585, 590, 591, 592, 748, 785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0002 (Personal Data), 36, 292, 295, 316, 571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0003 (Payroll Status), 36, 137, 239, 518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0005 (Leave Entitlement), 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0006 (Addresses), 36, 239, 292, 304, 488, 492, 493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0007 (Planned Working Time), 36, 122, 137, 186, 394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0008 (Basic Pay), 36, 53, 137, 594, 620, 789, 792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0009 (Bank Details), 36, 53, 137, 309, 312, 429, 431, 432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0014 (Recurring Payments/Payments), 36, 53, 137, 316, 319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0015 (Additional Payments), 36, 53, 137, 785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0016 (Contract Elements), 83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0019 (Monitoring of Tasks), 36, 239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0021 (Family Members), 83, 239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0027 (Cost Distribution), 137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0031 (Reference Personnel Number), 83, 239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040 (Objects on Loan), 435, 466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0041, 239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0050 (Time Recording Information), 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0080 (Maternity Protection), 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0081 (Military Service), 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0082 (Additional Absence Data), 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0083 (Leave Entitlement Compensation), 122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0105 (Communication), 626, 675, 787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0130 (Test Procedures), 122, 239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0167 (Health Plans), 137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0168 (Insurance Plans), 137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Infotype (cont.)
5110 (Contact Rule), 65
7402 (Internal Work Experience), 67
7403 (External Work Experience), 67
7404 (Education), 67
7405 (Accomplishments), 67
7406 (Mobility), 67
7407 (Career Goals), 67
7408 (Potential), 73
7409 (Performance), 67, 73
9002, 236
attributes, 81
change logs, 185
characteristics, 238
contraction, 300
custom, 235
decoupled framework, 96
external, 116
fast entry process, 634
for Personnel Planning, 116
join, 300
lock indicator, 642
logged changes in data, 344
maintain/display, 36
maintenance, 177
mass change, 642
module pool, 94
payroll, 53, 136
Personnel Administration, 89
read via function modules, 374
repetitive field structures, 358
required objects for DCF, 101
roadmap form, 759
SFS Job Requisition, 796
structure history, 89
table, 114
text, 184
updates, BAPIs, 183
Infotype-specific switch, 298
Infotype-specific text, 594
In-period, 378
Integration
add-on, 776, 778
cloud and on premise, 774
flows, 802
solution, 770
Integration scenario, 770, 775
for compensation data, 789, 790
for evaluation data, 792, 794, 800
Interactive Forms by Adobe, 661
Interface format
delivered, 514
OTMU, 516, 518, 520
Interface Toolbox, 501, 508, 535
access, 501
block, 505, 506
configuration, 503
display TempSr, 511
export, 508, 510, 518
export comparison, 509
export history, 510, 512
export interface, 502, 503, 525
export programs, 526
file layout, 502, 505, 508, 510
file layout enhancement, 513, 514
file layout, subordinate field, 513
header block, 506
interface directory, 510
interface format, 503, 505, 508, 512, 514,
519
outsourcing, 514, 515
TempSr, 502, 510
trailer block, 507
Internal cluster table
BT, 383
crt, 364, 412, 418
CVS, 397
DFT, 412
Fehler, 397
grt, 412
KNTAG, 397
PSP, 397
PT, 125, 397
QIACC, 397
QTRANS, 397
RGDIR, 397
RT, 155, 364, 375, 412, 417
SALDO, 397
SV, 364
V5, 397
WBP, 397
ZL, 129, 397
Internal infotype tables, 369
Internal table
ALL_PERNRS, 156
ASSIGNING, 651
PAYROLL-INTER-RT, 364
PC, 372
Internet Communication Manager (ICM), 684,
689, 697
Internet Transaction Server, 660
Interpretation of assigned authorization, 593
ISO code, 272
iXML, 534
J
J2EE, 76
Job, 42, 103, 373
board, 64
pricing, 68
Job catalog, 567
consolidation, 568
Join for multiple infotypes, 368
K
Key fields, 84
L
Landing page, 761
Launchpad Designer, 706
Layout Editor, 445
Layout structure, 397
Learning, 769
Legacy System Migration Workbench (LSMW)
create project, 556
create recording, 557
create subproject, 556
data transfer, 564, 565, 566
field mapping, 561
field mapping auto, 562
file assignment, 562
file names, 559
fixed values, 562
import project, 564, 566
imported data, 562
object, 559
object attributes, 559
read data, 562
recording defaults, 558
repeat recording, 557
source fields, 560
source fields copy, 560
source structure, 560
structure relations, 560
transaction recording, 557
translations, 562
user-defined routines, 562
List data, 397
Lock indicator, 604
Log data, 370
Log of Report Starts, 342
Logged Changes in Infotype Data, 344, 345,
346
delete, 346
long-term document, 346
short-term document, 346
Logical database, 147, 349, 626
access, 148
assign via report attributes, 158
commonly used macros, 375
GET PERNR, 647
main components, 149
OM data, 371
PAP, 147, 350, 595
parallel processing technique, 647
PCH, 147, 158, 172, 181, 350, 641
PNP, 136, 147, 150, 152, 157, 299, 349,
350, 364, 413, 595, 641
PNPCE, 136, 147, 155, 157, 290, 292, 299,
303, 316, 320, 349, 350, 364, 466, 595, 641
read employee data, 355
Logical system, 523, 524
define, 123
FILEPORT, 516
Long-term incentives, 68
Loops, 367
LUW, 543
CALL TRANSACTION, 545

**Macro**

164, 351
BREK, 164
DEFINE, 123
FILEPORT, 516
LONGTERM INCENTIVES, 68
LOOP, 367
LUW, 543
REWRITEUCODE, 268
RH-GET-TDBAT, 172
RH-SEL-KEYDATE, 172
RH-SEL-ONE-OBJID, 172
RMAC, 164
RP-PROVIDE_FROM_FIRST, 165, 167
RP-PROVIDE_FROM_LAST, 168, 369
RP-READ_ALL_TIME_JTY, 170
RP-READ_INFOTYPE, 168, 169
RP-SEL_DATA_INTERVAL, 167
RP-SET_DATA_INTERVAL, 617
RP-UPDATE, 170
RP-EDIT-NAME, 166
RP-EXP-C2-CU, 139
RP-PROVIDE_FROM_LAST, 168
RP-IMP-C2-CU, 139
RP-IMP-C2-RU, 139, 140, 388
RP-IMP-C4-LA, 185
RP-IMP-C4-LB, 185
RP-IMP-C4-SA, 185
RP-IMP-C4-SB, 185
RP-LOWDATE-HIGHDATE, 166
RP-SEL-EIN-AUS-INIT, 166
RP-SET-NAME-FORMAT, 166
TRMAC, 184, 185
Main authorization switches, 612, 617
Maintain text, 239
Maintenance Optimizer, 664
Management of Global Employee (MGE), 147, 155, 786
Manager Add-On, 661, 681, 682, 683
Manager Self-Service (MSS), 66, 75, 659, 661, 667, 669, 681
**Next operations**, 188

**Object**

164, 351
BREK, 164
DEFINE, 123
FILEPORT, 516
LONGTERM INCENTIVES, 68
LOOP, 367
LUW, 543
REWRITEUCODE, 268
RH-GET-TDBAT, 172
RH-SEL-KEYDATE, 172
RH-SEL-ONE-OBJID, 172
RMAC, 164
RP-PROVIDE_FROM_FIRST, 165, 167
RP-PROVIDE_FROM_LAST, 168, 369
RP-READ_ALL_TIME_JTY, 170
RP-READ_INFOTYPE, 168, 169
RP-SEL_DATA_INTERVAL, 167
RP-SET_DATA_INTERVAL, 617
RP-UPDATE, 170
RP-EDIT-NAME, 166
RP-EXP-C2-CU, 139
RP-PROVIDE_FROM_LAST, 168
RP-IMP-C2-CU, 139
RP-IMP-C2-RU, 139, 140, 388
RP-IMP-C4-LA, 185
RP-IMP-C4-LB, 185
RP-IMP-C4-SA, 185
RP-IMP-C4-SB, 185
RP-LOWDATE-HIGHDATE, 166
RP-SEL-EIN-AUS-INIT, 166
RP-SET-NAME-FORMAT, 166
TRMAC, 184, 185
Main authorization switches, 612, 617
Maintain text, 239
Maintenance Optimizer, 664
Management of Global Employee (MGE), 147, 155, 786
Manager Add-On, 661, 681, 682, 683
Receiver adapter, 802
Receiver components, 802
Recruiting, 769, 776
Recursion check, 373
Reference table, 285
Relationship, 41, 102, 255, 374, 607
custom, 259
types, 105
Replication of employee data, 784, 785, 786
Report category, 149, 351, 352
attributes, 354
naming conventions, 152
REPORT TYPE, 119
Report variant, 783
Reporting
audit, 342, 343, 344, 345
Categories, 354
payroll infotypes, 335, 336, 337, 338
period, 373
Repository Browser, 244
Repository Information System, 528
Requisition, 64
REST methodology, 711
Retroactive Accounting Payroll, 240
Retroactive Accounting PDC, 240
Retro-calculation, 138, 378
Return operations, 188
RFC, 496, 639
asynchronous, 497
background, 497
connection types, 497
destination control, 497
determine destination, 496
synchronous, 497
transactional, 497, 524
RMAC macros, 351
Role, 581, 586
assignment, 586
maintenance, 612
reorganization/assignment, 606
Root object, 371, 374, 607, 609
Rule Editor, 270
Sample reports, 389
SAP add-on country versions, 393
SAP batch job, 783
SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA, 809
SAP cloud
connect with third party, 773
SAP Data Dictionary (DDIC), 226
SAP Enterprise Portal, 75, 76
ESS, 660, 674
ESS and MSS, 670
not required for ESS, 673
service-specific settings, 681
SAP E-Recruiting, 660
SAP ERP, 6.0, 776
SAP ERP HCM, 771, 789
solution portfolio, 771
SAP Fiori, 76, 701, 807
deploy applications, 709
design concept, 702
design principles, 703
develop applications, 718
leave request application, 714
tile types, 707
SAP Fiori application
Approve Leave Requests, 715
Approve Timesheets, 715
for HCM, 713
My Benefits, 716
My Leave Requests, 713
My Paystubs, 716
My Timesheet, 717
SAP Fiori application type, 706
analytical, 707
factsheet, 707
transactional, 706
SAP Fiori Homepage, 704
adjust to a mobile device, 705
SAP Floorplan Manager, 693
SAP Gateway, 709
central-hub deployment, 710
deployment options, 709
embedded deployment, 709
SAP GUI, 670, 671
SAP HANA, 706, 805
application scenarios, 810
enabled solutions, 807
HCM ARAP development, 811
inbox/employee identification functions, 828
SAP HANA (cont.)
integrated scenario, 810
side-by-side scenario, 811
SAP HANA Cloud Platform, 807
SAP HANA Cloud Platform, 807
SAP HANA Cloud Platform, 807
SAP HANA Live, 809
SAP HANA Platform, 806
SAP HANA Studio, 814
SAP HANA XS, 807
SAP HCM data structures, 79
SAP Hybrid Deployment, 774
SAP NetWeaver Business Client, 63, 659, 670, 672
desktop, 670, 671
HTML, 75, 670, 672, 674, 684, 697
HTML, access ESS applications, 676
work centers, 671
SAP object types, 103
SAP Payroll, 136
SAP Payroll Control Center declustering, 827
Switch Framework, business function, 827
use on SAP HANA, 826
SAP Process Integration, 777, 789, 802, 803
SAP Query, 282, 298, 306, 314, 644
basic list, 318
basic list header, 319
change lock, 316
control levels, 318
copy query, 326
create, 316
delete query, 326
field output, 318
generated program, 325, 326
Graphical Query Painter, 316
graphics, 319
list line output, 318, 321
multi-line output, 321, 322
query area, 306, 315
report-to-report, 323
retrieve query, 327
selection screen, 317
test query, 319, 323
SAP Query (cont.)
source translation, 328, 329
Transport Tool, 327
user group, 315
SAP River RDE, 719
SAP Smart Form
Layout Editor, 445
SAP Talent Visualization (STVN) by Nakisa, 66
SAP_PAYSLIP_US, 444
SAPGUI, 671
SAPUI5, 672
activate application service, 712
build SAP Fiori apps, 718
install, 719
Payroll Control Center for the payroll administrator, 764
Suite Page Builder, 761
technology, 75
Scheduled working hours, 394
Schema, 49, 268
TIM00, 270
ULK9, 578
Schema Editor, 270
Screen header, 240
Screen structure, 246
 Screens, 80, 257
Search term, 372
Secondary database connection, 824
Security troubleshooting, 630
Selection options, 353
Selection period, 366
Selection screen layout, 398
Self-service
 applications, 75, 659
 mobile, 701
Sender, 802
Sender adapter, 802
Sequential evaluation, 159, 160, 371, 373
Service interface, 788
Set breakpoints, 279
Set structure conditions, 373
SGML, 525
Shared Services Framework, 828
Smart Forms, 425, 639
SMTP, 697
SOAP, 528
Social Talent Management, 769
Software Change Registration (SSCR), 217
Source code plug-in, 213
Splitters, 634
Spool authorization, 623
group, 624
SQL, 287, 814
ARAP, 287
SQL Monitor, 813
Standard integration templates, 773
Status overlap, 373
Status vector, 373, 609
Structural authorization, 585, 606, 619, 626
check, 609, 611
define/assign, 607
profile, 612, 616
Structural evaluation, 159, 160, 371, 374
Structural profile, 610, 611, 620
assign, 606
Structure, 80, 241, 257
BDCDATA, 541, 543, 545, 557
BOSMGCOLL, 545
CI_nnnn, 88, 116
CI_P0006, 227
EIP1000, 573, 575
EIP1001, 575
GROUP, 157
HCMT_BSP_PA_yy_Rnnn, 93, 101
HCMT_BSP_PA_yy_Rnnn_LIN_z, 101
HR1001, 115
HR1005, 110
HRIDAMIN, 110
HRKEY, 108, 109
HRKEYL, 109
HRRnnn, 110
HRSFI_S_TRANSFER_DATA, 788
HRSFI_S_TRANSFER_DATA_LABEL, 789
HRTnnn, 114
I001P, 232
I03, 232
PAKEt, 84
PAnn, 84
PAYROLL, 154, 363
PAYUS_RESULT, 141
PC261, 140, 378
PERSON, 156
Pnnnn, 89, 113
PS0002, 86

Structure (cont.)
PS0002, 236
PS0D1, 84
PAnn, 86
PSTST, 232, 247
PTT002, 114
Pnnnn, 114
PYORRSCREEN, 154, 364
PYTIMESCREEN, 154, 364
ZHCMT_BSP_PA_yy_Rnnn, 101
ZHCMT_BSP_PA_yy_Rnnn_LIN_z, 101
Subfeature, 188
Subtype, 36, 81
SuccessFactors, 769, 770
add SAP ERP HCM functionality, 773
Create and Update Job Requisitions, 797
integration, 779
integration RADis, 785
receive vacancy/job position data, 795
Recruiting, 776
SAP HANA, 807
transfer data from, 798
transfer monitoring, 782
SuccessFactors Application Adapter, 808
SuccessFactors Business Execution (BizX), 769,
770, 771, 776, 777, 788, 789
BizX/Mobile, 769
integration, 803
Succession and development, 769
Super class, 243
Support packages, 662
Switch Framework, 666, 669, 819, 827
Floorplan Manager forms, 737
MSS business function, 681
Switch wage types, 473
SY_DATUM, 620
Symmetric double verification, 595
Symmetrical verification process, 603
Sync employee data with SuccessFactors, 779

Table
CATSDB, 131
CATSIR, 132
foreign key, 285, 304

Table (cont.)
HR_AUSTRALIA_DIST_REPORT, 641
HRHAP, 72
HRHAP_ACT_LOG, 72
HRHAP_ANON, 72
HRHAP_APPEE, 72
HRHAP_APPPER, 72
HRHAP_ARB_GRT, 72
HRHAP_BASIC, 72
HRHAP_FINAL, 72
HRHAP_FURTHER, 72
HRHAP_OBJECT, 72
HRHAP_OFFLINE, 72
HRHAP_OTHERS, 72
HRHAP_P, 73
HRHAP_P_APPER, 73
HRHAP_P_D, 73
HRHAP_P_E, 73
HRHAP_P_T, 73
HRHAP_PART, 73
HRHAP_PROCESS, 73
HRHAP_SEM_OBJ, 73
HRHAP_T, 73
HRHAP_TAB, 73
HRHAP_TAB_DATA, 73
HRHAP_TAB_T, 73
HRP1000, 115
HRP1001, 115
HRP1005, 112
HRP1008, 163
HRPnnn, 112, 115
HRPY_BGTR, 363
HRPY_WBPR, 363
HRSF_DL_COMP_ERR, 790, 794
HRSF_DL_COMP_EXT, 790, 791, 794
HRSF_DL_COMP_IMP, 790, 794
HRSF_DL_COMP_STA, 794
HRSF_DL_COMP_STAT, 790
HRSF_DL_ERR_LOG, 780
HRSF_DL_EXTR_LOG, 779, 788, 794
HP1002, 114
join, 291, 300, 304, 306
NT1, 125
PA0002, 88, 162
PA2002, 134
PAAnn, 87
PREL, 89
PTEX2000, 132
Table (cont.)

| T7782, 104, 115, 609 |
| T77PC, 609 |
| T77ID, 116, 118 |
| T77PR, 608, 609 |
| T77SU, 593 |
| T77UA, 606, 611, 620 |
| T77US, 620 |
| T7750, 614, 616, 623 |

Time Management (cont.)
dedustering, 823
data, 122, 393
infotypes, 122, 393
Time Management (PT), 44
infotypes, 44
Time pairs, 125, 397
time type, 198, 201
time wage types, 397
Time-dependent data, 364

Transaction

| T500L, 132 |
| T500L_ADDON, 138 |
| T510, 138 |
| T512T, 288 |
| T512W, 288 |
| T542A, 304 |
| T542T, 304 |
| T549B, 190 |
| T549C, 190 |
| T549D, 190 |
| T555E, 275 |
| T558B, 578 |
| T559C, 578 |
| T582A, 80, 82, 184, 238, 539 |
| T582C, 227 |
| T582T, 98 |
| T583T, 98 |
| T584T, 98 |
| T585A, 185, 571 |
| T585B, 185, 571 |
| T585C, 185, 571 |
| T586C, 578 |
| T586G, 240 |
| T586JUVC, 101 |
| T584M, 90, 101, 194, 225, 241 |
| T586M, 101 |
| T588UCONV, 102, 246 |
| T588UCONV1, 99 |
| T588Z, 249, 571 |
| T591A, 82, 239 |
| T599B, 149 |
| T599R, 343 |
| T599W, 149 |
| T599C, 578, 579 |
| T777D, 94, 95, 114, 116, 118, 241, 258 |
| T777D/TC, 121 |
| T7782, 196, 225, 241, 248, 258 |
| T7783, 123 |
| T7784, 123 |
| T7785, 123 |
| T7786, 123 |
| T7787, 123 |
| T7788, 123 |
| T7789, 123 |
| T7790, 123 |
| T7791, 123 |
| T7792, 123 |
| T7793, 123 |
| T7794, 123 |
| T7795, 123 |
| T7796, 123 |
| T7797, 123 |
| T7798, 123 |
| T7799, 123 |
| T7800, 123 |
| T7801, 123 |
| T7802, 123 |
| T7803, 123 |
| T7804, 123 |
| T7805, 123 |
| T7806, 123 |
| T7807, 123 |
| T7808, 123 |
| T7809, 123 |
| T7810, 123 |
| T7811, 123 |
| T7812, 123 |
| T7813, 123 |
| T7814, 123 |
| T7815, 123 |
| T7816, 123 |
| T7817, 123 |
| T7818, 123 |
| T7819, 123 |
| T7820, 123 |
| T7821, 123 |
| T7822, 123 |
| T7823, 123 |
| T7824, 123 |
| T7825, 123 |
Transaction (cont.)
SMOD, 194
SNOTE, 217
SOAMANAGER, 529, 530
SP01, 624
SPRO, 583
SPROXY, 788
SQ01, 315
SQ02, 289, 290, 327
SQ07, 328
ST01, 629
STRANS, 533
SU20, 621
SU21, 592, 612, 621, 622
SU22, 622
SU24, 588
SU53, 628, 629
SU56, 629
SWO4, 485
WE02, 520
WE20, 516, 517, 524
WE21, 516
Transaction Recorder, 548
create ABAP program, 550
create BDC session, 550
create function module, 550
create recording, 548
create test data, 551
process, 550
Transfer pool for quota, 397
Transparent database tables, 80
Transparent table, 80, 112, 282
TXT, 777

U
UIBB, 693
UIBBs (User Interface Building Blocks), 730
feeder class, 731
freestyle, 731
Unicode, 525
Unlocked data records, 603
User authorizations, 606
User groups, 294
User interface, 80

User parameter, 279, 625
ABA, 279
CRV, 625
MOL, 572
UGR, 572

W
Vacancy data, 796
Vacation accrual, 198
Validation
cross-field, 538
rules, 827
Variable balances, 397
Variable key, 583
View, 97
V_T555E, 275
V_T582A, 137
V_T582ITVCLAS, 246
V_T7XSSCE_GRP, 678
V_T7XSCSCEATFPL, 679
V_TWPC_ORGVWG_P, 686
Virtual data models, 807
declustering, 816

Wage type, 53, 269
configuration, 468
evaluation class, 468
switch, 473
Wage Type Reporter, 61, 339, 340, 342
archived results, 341
error log, 342
object selection, 342
output display, 342
payroll interval, 340
period comparison, 341
period determination, 341
selection, 340
WD4A, 74
Web Dynpro for ABAP, 665, 666, 669, 670, 688, 723
application configuration, 690
configuration, 690
Configuration Editor, 692
creator, 691
ESS, 660
Floorplan Manager, 726
Web service, 525, 527
create, 527
definition, 528
testing, 529
Work Center, 103
Work center information, 363
Work schedule rules, 394
Workflow, 745
form template, 747
Workforce analytics, 769, 792
Workforce planning, 769, 792
Workforce Planning and Analytics, 828
WSDL, 527

X
XML, 525, 535
ABAP development, 530
deserialization, 532, 533
IF_IXML definitions, 534
serialization, 532, 533
service definition export, 529
transformation, 532, 533
transformation simple, 533, 534
Web Services, 527
XSLT, 535
Editor, 533, 534
XSS services, 246
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